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Abstract of a thesis submitted in partial 
fulfilment of the requirements for the 
Degree of M. Agro Com~ 
TRADING AF.RANGEMEN~ S AND THEIR 
INFLUENCE ON NEW ZEALAND'S WELFARE, 
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO NAFTAQ 
by M.W. Cocks 
This thesis looks at the estimation ot trade creation 
and trade diversion resulting from a tz'ade agreement, as a 
means of determining the net gains from bilateral trading 
agreements 0 
In particular this study looks at the actual and 
potential influence of the New Zealand Australia Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) on New Zealand imports in terms of trade 
creation and trade diversion effects~ A separate study 
was made and a set of estimates derived for ten different 
import commodity groupso 
A partial equilibrium approach was used whioh involved 
deriving a New Zealand excess demand function for each of 
1 0 
ten broad import commodity groupso From this trade creation 
and trade diversion resulting from taritf induced price 
changes was calculatedo Estimates of trade creation and 
trade diversion were found for: tariff changes over the 
1950-1972 period and the 1966-1972 period, tor a 25 percent 
cut in the 1950-1972 average tariffp and a complete movement 
to free trade with Australiao 
A movement to free trade was found to be necessary 
before values for trade creation became significanto 
However trade diversion was found to remain negligible 
even on a move to free tradeo Welfare gains in general 
outweighed the welfare losseso This was particularly 
apparent for those commodity groups of most importance 
in New Zealand's import trade with Australiao 
It would seem New Zealand has nothing to lose from 
granting an across the board tariff concession to 
Australia and may expect the benefits of reciprocal 
action by Australia towards New Zealand's exportso 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
New Zealand has turned towards Australia for an ever 
increasing portion of its imports (see Table 101)p 
particularly as Australia has increased its exports of 
raw materials and industrial products~ Although New 
Zealand has steadily increased its (initially small) 
percentage of exports destined for Australia, the 
magnitude of the imbalanoe of trans~Tasman trade has 
been growingQ This continued imbalance in trans-Tasman , 
trade has worried New Zealand politicians and t.rade policy 
makers considerably" Recently some have attempted to 
blame the maintained imbalance upon a supposed inequitable 
distribution of preferences under NAFTA, however work by 
Burtt (4) and Lloyd (10) have shown such criticism to be 
invalid" 
Thus to achieve any close form of bilateral balance 
in trans~Tasman trade (a situation apparently thought nec= 
essary by some of New Zealandvsleaders)g it would seem 
considerable discouragement of Australian imports into New 
Zealand and or encouragement. of New Zealand exports to Aust-
v 
ralia would be needed 9 Such an attempt at bilaieral balancing 
F 
in trade would involve the forgoing of welfare gains from 
trade available in a multilateral trading situationo 
With recent pressures to revitalize NAFTA New Zealand 
must consider the possibilities of fully living up to the 
original 'free trade areal concept of the agreement" This 
study takes one side of such a move (ioe o the freeing of 
, 
TABLE 101 New Zealand~s Trade with Australia .. 
$000 CDV $000 FOB 
Imports % of Total Exports % of Total 
Year From NoZ .. to NoZ .. 
Ending Australia Imports Australia Exports 
Deco 1940 14$214 1600 4 9318 209 
1945 26 9 895 15 <> 1 7 9 372 502 
1950 34 9 592 1201 9~559 2 .. 6 
1955 60 9 956 1202 13 9 384 2 06 
1960 91,168 1800 26,901 404 
June 1965 127,968 1903 34 9 568 4.,7 
1970 197~827 2100 87 9 311 801 
1972 267 9 288 2302 1129812 803 
1974 449 9 313 2404 171 9 789 908 
1976 5149464 19., 1 288 9 360 12,,2 
Source: External Trade publications9 New Zealand Department of Statistics .. 
'* 
Ratio *" 
NeZo 
Imports 
to 
Exports 
303 · 1 " 
306 : 1 
306 " i " 
406 · 1 " 
304 1 
307 1 
203 1 
204 · 1 " 
206 1 
108 : 1 
Ratio New Zealand imports from Australia (CDV) to New Zealand exports (FOB) 
to Australia" 
tariffs on New zealand imports of Australian goods) and looks 
at the welfare effects of past attempts at tariff liberal-
isation and potential tariff changes (in particular a 
movement to free trade)p 
Thus the primary 0bjective of this study is to estimate 
the welfare effects of a further freeing of tariffs on 
imports from Australiao This involves the estimation of 
gains when switching from a high cost domestic producer to 
a cheaper imported source following a tariff removal (iQeo 
trade creation) 0 This is then compared with the costs in-
volved in switching from a cheaper to a relatively more 
expensive import source (trade diversion)p brought about by 
the granting of tariff preferences to the more expensive 
source 0 
A. secondary objective of the thesis is to show how the 
gains and losses from trade agreements in terms of trade 
creation and trade diversion can be analysed and a brief 
summary of methods used in the literature is madeo A brief 
study of the 1961 New Zealand Malaysia Trade Agreement is 
made using one of these methods; it is included as an 
Appendixo 
A further effort is made to emphasize the importance of 
trading arrangements in New Zealand's tradAng links and 
place NAFTA in the context of overall efforts towards 
integration of trans-Tasman tradeo 
A brief chapter outline is as follows: 
Chapter II discusses the history and structure of New Zealand 
trading arrangements with special emphasis being placed on 
trans-Tasman trade history and the structure of NAFTA. A 
further mention is made of New Zealand's participation in 
GATT and its re~evance to the development of New Zealandis 
policy towards formal trading relationso 
Chapter III covers a review of past attempts in the 
literature of estimations of trade creation and trade 
diversion and the deri'Vation and estimation procedures 
of the model used in this study~ 
Chapter IV displays t4.;6 ~~imates of trade creation and 
trade diversion and their interpretationQ 
Finally Chapter V presents the conclusions to the study 0 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY AND STRUCTURE OF 
NEW ZEALAND'S TRADING ARRANGEMENTS 
10 A BRIEF HISTORY OF NEW ZEALAND TRADING ARRANGEMENTS 
In 1840 New Zealand became a Colony and certain matters 
were handed over to the control of colonial legislatures but 
control over external relations (including the negotiation , 
of treaties) was reserved for the Imperial Parliament. 
, 
Commercial treaties concluded by the United Kingdom continued 
to automatically bind the Colonieso 
However the last instance in which the Colonies were 
included without their consent in a commercial treaty was a 
treaty between the United Kingdom and Servia in 18800 Colonial 
governments secured a measure of independance and representa-
tion in treaty negotiations on a gradual basis but it was not 
until the Imperial Conference of 1923 that bilateral treaties 
impOSing obligations on one part of the Empire only should 
not require the sanction of the Imperial Government. In 1928 
New Zealand negotiated for the first time independantly, an 
) 
Exchange of Notes estahlishing a commercial agreement (sub-
ject to further negotiation) between New Zealand and Japan. 
As a result of a special clause included in trade agree-
ments negotiated by the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth 
countries automatically received most-favoured-nation treat-
ment with the United KingdomVs agreement partner. In 1945 
New Zealand requested to be excluded from such clauses on 
the pretext that if such an agreement was desirable it would 
negotiate a separate agreemento 
New Zealand was still party to a large number of bilateral 
agreements by vinheritance q 9
1 however New Zealand had the 
right of renewal or withdrawal of s~ch treaties" Generally 
these agreements were of little significance to trade (mostly 
being with respect to most-favoured-nation treatment) 0 
Foll.owing a disagreement over the introduction of 
tariffs 9 New Zealand and Australia formed a trade agreement 
in 1922 under which both parties granted the other substantial 
tariff conoessions o 
With the establishment of a trade arrangement with 
Belgium in 1933 New Zealand started in earnest a true Most 
Favoured Nation Tariff g a forerunner of the General Agreement 
on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) Provisions of 19470 
The Ottawa Conference of 1932 resul~ed in the New Zealand 
Canadian Trade Agreement which in an amended form is still 
currently operative o The 1922 and 1933 trade agreements 
with Australia provided a basis for the 1965 New Zealand 
Australia Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)q 
The most significant agreement in recent years affecting 
New Zealand trade has without a doubt? been the NAFTA agree-
ment o However trading agreements with Japan (1958)p West 
Germany (1959), Malaysia (1961) and Iran (1974), all included 
schedules of goods which were to be sUQject to trading 
preferences" The proliferation of agreements granting most-
favoured-nation treatment waS aimed at providing non-members 
1 By 'inheritance V is meant agreements binding on New 
Zealand which were negotiated and signed by the 
United Kingdom on behalf of the Colonies" 
of GATT the same trading rig~ts as granted to GATT 
members 0 
More recently b~lateral agreements have been used to 
grant credit to trading partners for the purchase of New 
Zealand products, for example India (1963)~ Peru (1969, 
19749 1975) and Indonesia (1970-1973, 1975)Q 
Agreements are also continually being negotiated 
with respect to trade quotas and the amendment of 
existing agreements (usually involving a change in 
tariff preferences) 0 
For a comprehensive list of bilateral trading arrange-
ments New Zealand has entered between 1932 and 1975 see the 
following sectiono 
20 NEW ZEALANDqS FORMAL BILATERAL TRADING ARRANGEMENTS 1 
This section contains a list qf bilateral trading 
arrangements which New Zealand has entered in a formal 
manner since 19320 In addition New Zealand retained member-
ship rights and obligations to a host of agreements2 entered 
into by the United Kingdom on behalf of the Commonwealth 0 
100 
In addition to these trading arrangements, New Zealand 
has entered a large number of bilateral agreements relating 
to a number of purposes such as navigation rights, transport, 
communications, foreign aid and the treatment of foreign 
travellers 0 
Trading Agreement list:-
I 
1932 Canada - NoZo Trade Agreement. 
Signed 23rd April 19329 effective 24th May 19320 
1932 Brazil - N.Zo Exchange of Notes, according most-
favoured-nation treatment to importso 
Signed 19th Maroh 19320 
Reaffirmed in 19370 
1932 United Kingdom = NoZo Trade Agreement~ regarding quant-
itative restrictions of meat imports ~ 
1933 Belgium = N.Z. Exchange of Notes, regarding commerce 
and navigation 0 Stgned 5th December 1933~ effective 
16th December 19330 
Reaffirmed and expanded in 1936 0 
Sourcesg 
Nevi Zealand Treaty List 9 ~ 1 st March 19480 
New Zealand Department of External Affairs, Wellington. 
New Zealand Treaty List 9 1948=1960. 
New Zealand Department of External Affairs 9 Wellington 0 
'Annual Report of the Mi.:nistrL of Foreign Affai:t§,o 
Ministry of Foreign AffairS, WellingtonQ . 
2 For a detailed list of these agreements see the New 
Zealand Treaty List, 31st March 19480 
1 ~33 Norway - N .~" Exchange of Notes~ regarding commerce 
and navigationo 
Signed 20th October 1933 9 effective 27th October 19330 
1933 Australia = NoZo Trade Agreemento 
Signed September 1933 9 effective 1st December 19330 
1937 France - N.Zo Exchange of.Notes~ regarding the 
import of New Zealand kau:ri gum into France 0 
Signed 23rd July 1937, effective 20th August 1937. 
1937 Germany = NoZo Trade Agreement" 
11 0 
Signed 30th September 19379 effective 12th October 19370 
1935 Sweden - NoZ. Exchange of Notes~ regarding commerce 
and navigation. 
Signed 24th May 19350 
1938 Colombia = N.Zo Reaffirming 1866 TreatY9 regarding 
commerce and navigati ono 
Signed 30th December 19380 
1938 Switzerland = NeZ" Exchange of Notes, regarding 
commercial relations. 
Signed 5th May 1938. 
This agreement was modified by an Exchange of Notes 
dated: 3rd June 1955 
21st December 1955 
6th March 19570 
1938 Netherland - N.Z 0 Exchange of Notes, consti tut ing a 
trade agreement. 
Signed 22nd December 1937, effective 14th January 19380 
1944 Australia - NoZo Trade Agreement. 
Signed 21st January 1944, effective 1st February 19440 
1948 Czechoslavakia - NoZ. Agreement regarding the granting 
of credits for the purchase of New Zealand woolo 
Signed 22nd January 19480 
1957 United Kingdom - N .Z. Agreement modifying and supple-
menting the trade agreement of 19320 
Signed 28th May 19570 
1958 Japan - NoZ. Agreement on Commerceo 
Signed 9th September 19580 
! 
1959 Federal Republic of Germany - N.Z. Trade Agreerrento 
Signed 20th April 1959, effective 1st April 1959. 
1959 United Kingdom = NoZo Trade Agreemento 
Replaced most of the 1932 and 1957 agreementso 
Signed 12th August 1959, effective 25th November 19580 
1960 Federal Republic of Germany - N.Zo Amendment to the 
1959 Agreemento 
Signed 24th March 19600 
1960 Yugoslavia - N.ZQ Exchange of Notes, constituting a 
trade agreemento 
Signed 24th August 1961, effective 9th Septetnber 19610 
This agreement was extended by an Exchange of Notes 
signed on 21st September 1962. 
1961 Federation of Malaya - N.Zo Trade Agreement. 
Signed 3rd February 1961, effective 8th J"une 1961. 
1962 U.S.A. - N.Z. An Interim Agreement Concerning Tariff 
Concessions Q 
Signed 5th March 1962. 
MFN treatment was granted to a schedule of goods until 
t~e GATT Protocol embodying this was ratified. 
1963 India - N.Z. Agreement regarding the granting of a 
credit for the purpose of financing purchases of wool 
in New Zealand. 
Signed 22 February 1963. 
120 
1963 United Kingdom - N.Z. 
an agreement, relating 
the U.K. 
Exchange of Notes, constituting 
to the import of butter into 
Signed 15th May 1963. 
1963 USSR - N.Z. Trade Agreement. 
Signed 1st August 1963. 
Each. member accorded the other reciprocal MFN treatment. 
1964 U.SoA. - N.Z. Exchange of Notes, constituting an agree-
ment, concerning exports of beef and veal from N.Z. to 
U oS.A. 
Signed 17th February 19640 
(This agreement provided quota limits for the entry of 
N.Z. beef to the U.S.A.) 
1965 Poland - N.Zo Trade Agreement. 
Signed July 1965. 
Each member granted the other reciprocal MFN treatment. 
1965 Australia - NoZ. Trade Agreement. 
Signed 31st August 1965, effective 1st January 1966. 
The establishment of the New Zealand Australia Free 
Trade Agreement. 
1966 United Kingdom - N.Z. Trade Agreemento. 
Signed 24th November 1966, effective 1st January 1967. 
(A modification of the 1959 Agreement 0) 
1966 United Kingdom - N.Z. An Exchange of Letters, constitu-
ting an agreement regarding the 'runport of butter, apples 
and pears" into the U.K. 
Signed 24t~ November 1966. 
1967 Republic of Korea - N.Z. Trade Agreement. 
Signed 31st January 1967. 
Contracting parties accorded each other unoonditional 
MFN treatment. 
1968 Peoples Republic of Bulgaria - NQZQ Trade Agreemento 
Signed 3rd November 19670 
Contracting parties accorded each other uncondi.tional 
lVlFN treatment 0 
1968 Republic of Philipines - No2Q Trade Agreemento 
Signed. 19th July 19680 
Oontracting parties accorded each other unconditional 
MFN treatm.ent 0 
1969 Republic of Romania ~ NoZo Trad.e Agreement p 
Signed 14th March 19690 
Contracting parties accorded each other unconditional 
ID'N -trea truen to 
1969 Peru ,= ~LZo Agreement Concerning Credit v for the 
purchase of NoZo clai:ry productso 
Signed 3rd December J9690 
1970 Republic of Indonesia ~ NoZo Agreement Concerning 
Gredit v for the purchase of New Zealand goodso 
Signed 50i;h April 1970 9 a further extension of this 
was Signed 5th ~lay l' 9'71 0 
1970 Peoples Republic of Hungary.,. N oZp 'rrade Agreement Q 
Signed 22nd. December 19700 
contracting parties aecordecl each other uneondi tional 
MFN treatment Q 
1970 U 0 S eli 0 0= N oZ 0 Exchange of Notes, Qonsti tut ing an 
Agreement relating to the importa·t;Lon j,nto U 0 SoA 0 
of sheep and cattle meats during 1970. 
Signed 29th January 19700 
Reaf:firrn.ed and 8.mended 011. 30th March 1971 and 14th 
April 19720 
1970 Australia - N oZ 0 Exchange of Le·~ters, amending the 
Agreement of 5th September 1933" 
Signed 27th April 19700 
1970 Republic of Indonesia = N.Z. Exchange of Notes 9 C011= 
cerning prov:Lsion by N 9 Z 0 of a loan to Indonesia for 
the purchase of No Z 0 good~"l 0 
Signed 30"'Gh April 19700 
Further extended by an Exc:hetnge of Letters on ~ 
5t,h May 1971 r 
12th July '1972 ~ 
22no. June 1973~ 
29th January 19750 
1973 Australia = NeZ. Exchange of Letters 9 constituting 
an agreement concerning rates and margins of preference 0 
Signed 7th May 19730 
1973 Cenada.~ NoZ. Excha:rJ,g(~ of Ll3tters, concern.ing rates 
and margj.ns of prei'erenee" 
Signed 26th July '1973~ effec'r,ive 1 stFebruar'Y 19730 
1973 Peoples Republic of China ~ N.Zo Trade Agreement. 
Signed 9th October 19730 
Provided for most~favoured-nation treatment with 
respect to import and export licencing. Also included 
a schedule of goods to be subject to future consulta-
tiono 
1974 Peru - NoZ. Trade Agreement? concerning credit of 
$5 million for the purchase of N oZ 0 meat products. 
Signed 23rd March 19749 effective 1st March 19740 
An additional credit of $4 million for the purchase 
of N.Zo dairy products WaS signed on the 1st March 1974~ 
effective from 1st JanuaI7 1975. 
1974 Iran = NoZ. Trade Agreement. 
Signed 13th September 1974 p effective 1st January 1975. 
It was aimed at developjng and extending trade by 
providing a schedule of goods for each country to grant 
special attention too 
1974 Australia - NeZ. Exchange Of Letters 9 constituting an 
agreement extending the agreement of 7th May 1973. 
Signed 26th September 1974. 
Further extended on 27th March 1975. 
1975 Malaysia - N.Zo Exchange of Letters, to am~nd and 
ratify the 1961 Trade Agreement. 
Signed 14th February 1975~ effective 14th February 19750 
1975 Yugoslavia ~ NoZ. Trade Agreement. 
Signed 28th February 19750 
1975 Australia - N.Z. Exchange of Letters~ concerning 
rates and margins of preference. 
Signed 11 th April '1975 9 effective 1 st October 1975, 
and on 31st March 19760 
1975 U.S.A. - NoZ. Exchange of Lettersg constituting an 
agreement concerning restraint upon the importation 
of certain meats into the U.S.A. during 1975. 
Signed 9th June 1975. 
30 NEW ZEALAND TRADE POLICY AND THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON 
TRADE AND TARIFFS (GATT) 
As New Zealand was one of the original Contracting 
Parties1 to GATT it is interesting to briefly view the in-
fluencing factors on New Zealand trade policy of the obliga-
tions under GATTo 
The GATT was a multilateral contract which resulted from 
negotiations in 1947 intended as a step to the establishment 
of an International Trade Organisation (ITO). With attempts 
to establish the ITO abandoned in 1950 v GATT stood alone as 
the only international instrument which lays down a set of 
rules for conduct of tradeo 
(1) The Main Principles of GATTo 
GATT is a multilateral trade treaty embodying reciprocal 
rights and obligations g with essentially four fundamental 
principles 0 2 
(a) Trade should be conducted on a multilateral basis 
of non-discriminationp all contracting parties being bound 
by the Most-Favoured-Nation Clauseo 
(b) Protection should be given to domestic industries 
exclusively through a customs tariff and not via other 
commercial measures o The use of import quotas is prohibited 
except under very strict circumstances (eogo to redress a 
serious balance of payments problem) 0 
1 New Zealand was an original negotiating party at the 
conference that drafted GATT and signed the protocol 
to the Agreement on 7th March 19480 
2 For a detailed discussion of the principles and operation 
of GATT see Jackson 9 J oR 0 (6) <> • 
(c) The maximum use of consultation should be made 
with the ai.m of avoiding damage to the trading intere sts 
of contracting partiesQ 
16" 
(d) GATT provides a formal framework for the negotia~ed 
reduction of tariffs and other barriers and a/ structure for 
embodying the results of negotiation in a legal formatQ 
(2) GATT and Bilateralism in Trade. 
The encouragement of multilateralism in world trade is 
paramount in GATT's operations 0 GATT is firmly against 
bilateral agreements which restrict trade preferences and 
reduce the opportunity for other countries to compete. 
The most difficult area facing GATT is that of non-
tariff barriers to trade. GATT is firmly ~gainst such 
measures except in cases of serious trade imbalance. Until 
1973 New Zealand justified its import licencing scheme to 
GATT under this exception. However the degree to which 
New Zealand suffers from quantitative restrictions in trying 
to sell its exports to other major GATT members (in particular 
the U.S.A., EEC countries and Japan)g then New Zealand's 
quantitative restrictions seem a much lesser crime. 
(3) The Most-Favoured-Nation Principle. 1 
As a member of GATr New Zealand is required by Article I 
of the Agreement to grant all advantages and privileges 
immediately and unconditionally in its trade with other GATT 
members. There is however p a complex web of exceptions and 
escape clauses to this ruleo The principle exception is that 
this rule does not apply to those preferences which were in 
1 See Espiell, H.G. (5) for a discussion of this clauseo 
force before 10th April 19470 Under Article I Paragraph 2 
trading preferences are allowed subject to restrictions on 
their magnitude and aims (this clause is wide open to 
conflict of interpretation) 0 Further major exceptions to 
most-favoured-nation obligations are found under Art~cle 
XIV which allows quantitative restrictions in the case of 
balance of payments difficulties and Article XXIV which 
allows free trade areas and customs unionso 
A substantial number of waivers have been granted from 
Article I obligations of original and new clauses along 
with some varied interpretations of the Agreement 0 
(4) GATT and the Free Trade Agreemento 
Article XXIV states that the most-favoured-nation 
principle shall not prevent contracting parties from forming 
a customs union or free trade area. Clause 8 of the Article 
defines a free trade area as a group of two or more customs 
areas in which "the duties and other restrictive regulat ion 
of commerce 00.0 are eliminated on substantially all the 
trade between the constituent territories in products 
originat ing in such terri t orie so" 
Any member of GATT entering a free trade area is required 
to notify the Contracting Parties and make available informa= 
tion regarding the proposed union o Following a study of the 
free trade area proposal the Contracting Parties shall make 
recommendations to the parties of the agreemento ArtiCle 
XX;IV Clause 7 states that "The parties shall not maintain or 
put into force, such an agreement if they are not prepared 
to modify it in accordance with these recommendations." 
Following a study of the NAFTA proposals the 
Contrac"hing .Parties of GATT recommended the formal estab= 
lishment of a iplan and s0hedule u for the movement to a 
free 1;rade area~ as defined by GATT 0 It 1ITould appfcE;,r 
tha·t the parties to NAFTA have disregarded these 
recommendations and thus ignored Article XXIV Clause 7 
of GATT as menti.oned above Q 
40 A BRIEF HISTORY OF AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND TRADE 
RELATIONS 
From about 1920 onwards every fevl years saw the develop= 
ment of some major problem of trade disagreement between New 
Zealand and Australia" In particular the imbalance of trade 
in AustraliaVs favour was a constant annoyance to New Zealand" 
The first formal trade agreement was negotiated in 1922" 
It provided for a mutual exchange of preferential tariff 
treatment for 129 items enter~g Australia-New Zealand trade 
at rates in the British Preferential Tariff" 
In 1933 a new trade agreement was signed by New Zealand 
and A us tral ia 0 Each country accorded the British Preferential 
Tariff treatment to the other's goods but with numerous excep-
tions (a number of which caused the Australian rate to be 
higher than the appropriate rate in the British Preferential 
Tariff) 0 
In 1938 New Zealand sought greater protection for its 
domestic industry by increasing duties on a number of Aust-
ralian manufactureso New Zealand also introduced import 
licencing which was to become a major irritant of trans-Tasman 
relations" 
In 1944 the Australian-New Zealand Agreement (ANZAC Pact) 
laid the foundations for post=war mutual co-operation in broad 
terms" Article 35(c) of this agreement stated that iThe 
development of commerce between Australia and New Zealand and 
their industrial development should be pursued by consultation 
and in agreed cases by joint planning 0 ° 
In 1947 both countries becan:e members of the General 
Agreement of Tariffs and Trade (GATT)" GATT had little 
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significance with respect to the bilateral relations between 
the two countries. But vrith respect to rules laid down by 
GATT regarding free trade are~s it WaS to become of greater 
importance. 
In March 1956 a Trade Understanding was reached in-
volving the bilateral granting of import licencing concessions. 
This followed a major expansion of import licencing restric-
tions in the mid 1950's by both countries to protect their 
balance of payments. 
In February of 1960 Austral ian import controls were 
removed~ for New Zealand this nullified preferences gained 
in the 1956 Trade Understanding. 
1961 saw the establishment of the Australia-New Zealand 
Oonsultative Committee on Trade~ it's task being to investi<-
gate the development of trans-Tasman trade (in particular the 
future of New Zealand exports of forest products). At this 
stage New Zealand was becoming concerned at the diminished 
value of preferences gained under the 1933 Trade Agreemento 
Moreover, GATT obligations prevented Australia from granting 
New Zealand further preferences. 
In 1963 New Zealand formally suggested a free trade area 
in forest products, however Australia could see little benefit 
in such an arrangement for itselfo 1 It is also doubtful 
whether GATT would have approved such a limited free trade 
area. In April of 1963 a Joint Standing Committee was 
established to study trans-Tasman trade and to submit 
In 1963 while 60 percent of New Zealandvs exports to 
Australia comprised of forest products only a small 
proport~n of Australian exports to New Zealand were 
represented by forest products. 
", 
proposals for a free trade area9 Following the Committeeis 
report it was agreed that sufficient basis existed for 
negotiations and lYlinisterial negotiations took place in 
August 19650 
The New Zealand Australia Free Trade Agreement was 
signed on 31st August 19650 It beoame operative on the 1st 
J~uary 1966 v initially fQr ten yearso 
GATT was notified of the Agreement" Following examin-
ation of the Agreement it was suggested by the Contracting 
Parties of GATT that serious consid.eration should be given 
to the formation of a 'plan and schedule' for the inclusion 
of a i sUbstantial portion! of trans-Tasman trade in the Free 
Trade Agreemen t" These suggestions are requirements of 
Article XXIV before GATT will recognise a free trade area" 
The Australian and New Zealand Governments agreed to 
report further to GATT on this pointo A general report on the 
formation of the Free Trade Area has been made to GATT each 
year since the initial examination by the Contracting Parties" 
In general the NAFTA agreement: 
(a) confirmed the preferential tariffs and access 
arrangements provided for in the 1933 Agreement 9 
I 
(b) defined the area of free trade between the tiolo 
countries p Ttlhich has subsequently been expanded by additions 
to Schedu...le f'l.9 
(c) via the provisions of Article 3:7, encouraged the 
establis:b..ment of a mechanism in "Thich more tentative approaches 
to complete free trade could be attempted g and 
(d) set up a machinery for consultation i:rl wh;ich diff= 
iculties could be resolved and also allowed the constructi ve 
work of establlshing a free trade area to proceed continuously 0 
50 THE NEW ZEALAND AUSTRALIA FREE TRADE AGREEMENT (NAFTA) 1 
The main features of the Agreement are as follows~ 
( 1 ) Obj ectives ~ 
Article 2 states the objectives as follows:= 
(a) to further the development of the Area and the 
use of the resources of the Area by promoting a sustained 
and mutually beneficial expansion of trade; 
(b) to ensure as far as possible that trade ildthin 
the Area takes place under conditions of fair competition; 
and 
(c) to contribute to the harmonious development and 
expansion of world trade and to the progressive removal 
of barriers theretoo 
Although NAFTA formally established (Article 1) a Free 
Trade Area, complete free trade has never been achieved g 
instead NAFTA provided a framework to allow progressive 
development of free trade in selected ~temsQ 
(2) Schedule A: 
This lists all the items to which free trade provisions 
apply 0 In accordance with Article 3:3~ regular reviews of 
items not listed in Schedule A (with the view to their in= 
, , 
clusion in Schedule A) are madeo 
When a commodity is added to Schedule A each member 
The text of the NAFTA agreement and the Exchange of Letters 
attached to it can be found in: 
The Appendix to the Journals of the New Zealand House of 
Repr esentati ves 0 Vol 1 ~ A '! 70 Wellingt on 19650 
is required to reduce the import duty rate on the commodity 
to free within eight yearso 
if the initial rate is~ 
In accordance with ArtiCle 4 
(a) already free 9 then no further action is required 9 
(b) 5 percent or less p then it should become free 
immediat ely 9 
(c) 5 = 10 percent~ then it should be halved and 
made free in two years, 
(d) greater than 10 percent~ then it should be reduced 
to 80 percent of its initial rate and then every two years 
be reduced by 20 percent of the initial rate, becoming free 
after eight yearso 
(3) Article 3: 7 
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Article 3:7 contains provisions for goods not listed in 
Schedule Ao It states that 'Member States may agree on and 
implement special measures beneficial to the trade and 
development of each Member state and designed to further the 
objectives of this Agreemento Such measures may include the 
remission or reduction of dutie s on agreed goods or classes 
of goods 0 i 
This was intended to facilitate schemes to encourage trade 
in items that if immediately added to Schedule A would create 
difficulties for domestic industries in the importing countryo 
It was supposed that if controlled trade was allowed to take 
place in such items proper evaluation of the effects on 
domestic industry could be made before inclusion in Schedule Ao 
Trade arrangements under Article 3~7 have mainly involved 
the granting (by New Zealand) of special import licences to 
Australia, in return for duty free entry into Australia of 
o appro'Ved commodities i 0 1 
(4) Margin Eliminat ion g 
In 1965 Australia was at a tariff disadvantage in the 
New Zealand Tariff on a number of items p compared with other 
Commonwealth countries receiving British Preferential Tariff 
treatment 0 By an\Exchange of Letters (at the same time of 
signing NAFTA) New Zealand agreed to remove this disadvantage 
completely by 19740 New Zealand fulfilled this commitment 
by 1974 (though at a rather slow pace, 26 percent of the 
items affected between 1966 - 1974 were not acted on until 
1974)0 Prior to NAFTA Australia had eliminated similar 
differences eXisting in the Australian Tariff with respect 
to New Zealando 
(5) Import Restrictions: 
Australia ~dertook unilaterally not to impose restric= 
tions against imports from New Zealand should it need to 
apply import restrictions at some future date for balance 
of Payment reasonso Under Articl e 5 of the Agreement, New 
Zealand has undertaken to reduce and eliminate import 
restrictions on goods in Schedule A at the earliest practic= 
able date p allowing for its balance of payments situationo 
1 These are commodities in which it has been shown that 
trade would not take place without such duty rate 
concessions 0 
(6) Incorporation .. of the 1933 Trade Agreement: 
Except to the extent that NAFTA supersedes or modifies 
them 1 the cont~actual rights of both countries under the 
1933 Trade Agreement have been maintained and incorporated 
in the NAFTA agreement Q 
(7) Safeguard Provisions: 
(a) ~flection of Trade 0 Article 7 established pro-
cedures to deal with the situation~ where extreme injury is 
caused or threatened by deflection of trade arising through 
one member having access to inputs at significantly lower 
prices 9 than producers in the second country 0 This Article 
permits the second country to seek remedy through consuJ.ta-
tion, or suspension of a relevant part of the agreement q 
(b) ~vel~JLment of I~dustrl. For the purpose of 
protecting domestic industry to allow establishment or 
expansion, items maY be withdrawn temporarily from Schedule A 
(duties introduced in such a way must be progressively 
removed over 12 years) 0 
(c) Suspension of Obligations. Where imports from 
one country are entering in such increased quantities and 
under such conditions as to cause or threaten serious injury 
to producers in the other country~ the latter may after 
consultation and written notice suspend temporarily its 
obligations under the Agreement relevant to the problemo 
Cd) Dumpin£o Article 10 provides for a dumping levy 
to be applied (following consultation), where dumped or 
subsidised imports into one country from the other is 
causing or threatening to cause injury to producers in the 
importing countryo 
(8) Consultationsg 
Article '16 proviC\.es fer consuJ.tationsbe,)Gween thE'; 
two countries to deal with matters arising from the Agree-
mento It also makes mandatory the holding of annual 
consul tat ions for reviewing the operation of the agreemen't; 0 
CHAPTER III 
THEORY AND ESTIMATION PROCEDURES 
10 A REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF TRADE CREATION 
AND TRADE DIVERSION IN THE LITERATURE 
Generally the number of comprehensive attempts to assess 
the static effects of trading arrangements by deriving 
estimates for trade creation and trade diversion have been 
small 0 However there ha~ for some time v been a well 
developed theory in the area of welfare gains and losses 
resulting from trade liberalisation in terms of trade crea-
tion and trade diversion" This has largely been the result 
of work by Meade (11) and Viner (15) in the early 1950'so 
Much of the analysis in this area has been directed at 
assessing the economio effects of the European Economic 
Community 0 A si~ificant attempt at deriving the trade 
creation and trade diversion effects of the EEC was carried 
out by Balassa (2) in 19670 Balassa further extended his 
analysis of trade creation and trade diversion due to the 
EEe in 1974 (3)" In 1969 Truman (14) analysed the trade 
creation and trade diversion in the trade of manufactured 
products resulting from the establishment of the EEao A 
further study of the effects of the EEC on imports of manu-
factures was carried out by Kreinin (8) in 19720 
., 
The only trading arrangement that New Zealand has 
entered that covers a significant portion of its trade 
in a free trade context and thus has the potential for 
significant trade creation and trade diversion 9 is the New 
Zealand Australia Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)o To date 
the only attempt at measuring trade creation and trade 
diversion resulting from NAFTA was carried out by Burtt (4) 
in 19770 
The five 1 studies mentioned provide a body of empiri~ 
cal approaches to the problem of estimating the trade 
creation and trade ,diversion effects g of a trade agreement 
involving a SUbstantial movement towards a free trade areao 
A brief coverage of the methods used to isolate the trade 
creation and trade diversion effects in the above mentioned 
studies will now be madeo 
(1) Comparing Income Elasticities of Import Demand. 
Balassa (2) uses a oomparison of ex-post income elast= 
icities of import demand2 in trade between the EEC countries 
and with EEC trade (as a whole) with the rest of the world, 
for periods preceding and following the signing of the 
Treaty of Romeo Under the assumption that income elast-
icities of import demand would have remained unchanged in 
the absence of integrationo A rise in the income elasticity 
of demand for imports from countries within the EEC was taken 
to represent gross trade creation?? while an increase in the 
income elasticity of demand for imports from all sources of 
This is not an exhaustive list of studies ot trade creation 
and trade diversion but it certainly represents the most 
comprehensive studies in this area and those authors most 
active in this area of researcho 
2 This was the primary approach in Balassa's 1967 studyp he 
first suggested the method in 19630 
3 This refers to the growth in trade within the agreement 
area 9 ioeo trade creation plus trade diversiono 
supply (ioeo both within and outside the EEC) would show 
trade creation proper1 0 A fall in the income elasti.city 
of demand for imports from outside the EEC region was 
assumed to provide evidence of trade diversiono 
It is assumed that the formation of the EEC was the 
Single largest influence affecting trade flows of the 
BEC countries and that other influences would not have 
significantly altered the relationship between imports and 
G.N.P. 
(2) The Import Share Approach. 
This method links imports to the total consumption of 
commodities in question. This approach was used by Truman 
(14) (1969), Balassa (3) (1974) and Kreinin (8) (1972). 
Increases in the share of imports from partner 
countries in domestic consumption represents gross trade 
creation, decreases in the share of imports from outside 
the area of integration represents trade diversion and an 
increase in the share of total imports represents trade 
creation proper. 
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(3) Import Growth Rate Comparisons of Preferentially Traded2 
and Non-preferentially Traded Items. 
This approach compares the import growth rates of those 
items 9 receiving preferential trading conditions (as a 
See definition of trade creation (page 32)0 
2 Preferentially traded items refer to those import items 
receiving preferential tariff rates as a result of the 
bilateral trade agreement under study~ 
result of the agreement) with the import growth rate of 
those items not covered under the agreement 0 
Trade diversion is indicated where the import growth 
rate of preferentially traded items from all sources is 
similar to that of the growth rate for non-preferentially 
traded items from all sources. But where also theiinport 
growth rate of preferentially traded items from the agree= 
ment partner country is growing Significantly faster than 
that of other items not influenced by the trade agreement 
with this country. 
Trade creation is indicated where the growth of total 
imports of preferentially traded items (from~a.,;bl,eou.rces) 
is faster than for other itemso By applying the import 
growth rate of non-preferentially traded items to the 
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import of preferentially traded items a hypothetical level 
of imports (assuming the non-existence of the tariff prefer-
ences) is foundo By comparing this hypothetical (non-
agreement) level of preferentially.traded import items with 
the actual level of imports for the total (ioeo from all 
sources) preferentially traded importsp the excess of the 
actual over the hypothetical level is ass~ed to be trade 
crea~ed due to the trade agreement. 
This method was used by Burtt, D.Jo (4) in his analysis 
of NAFTA. 
For a further explanation of the application of this 
method and a brief study attempting to estimate trade 
created and trade diverted as a result of the 1961 New 
Zealand Malaysia Trade Agreement see Appendix 10 
(4) The Value of Empirical Studies on Trade Creation 
and Trade Dlversiono 
Sellekaerts (13) suggests that trade creation and 
trade diversion estimates as presented in the empirical 
literature are so much affected g by simplifying assump-
tions? by the choice of pre- and post-integration periods, 
by the methods of computing income elasticities 9 by 
changes in trade shares and by structural changes not 
attributable to integration (such as trade liberalisation 
in general and autonomous changes in relative prices)g 
that the magnitude of no single estimate should be 
taken too seriouslyo 
But useful general conclusions can usually be drawn 
and approximations made of welfare consequences of 
significant moves towards integration in tradeo 
20 TRADE CREATION AND TRADE DIVERSION DEFINED 
The earliest customs=union theory followed the lines 
that~ 
"free trade maximises world welfare; a customs union 
reduces tariffs and is therefore a movement towards 
free trade; a customs union will, therefore, 
increase world welfare even if it does not lead to 
a world-welfare ~aximum." 1 
However Viner showed this concept to be not necessarily 
correct with the introduc~ion of the concepts of trade 
creation and trade diversiono 
(1) Trade Creation. 2 
This results from the removal of a tariff protecting 
a high cost (relative to the trading partner receiving the 
tariff preference) domestic industry. . 
Following the introduction of a trade agreement giving 
a trading partner tariff preferences, a high cost domestic 
source of production is replaced by a lower cost source 
of supply within the new trading agreement area. 
Using Figure IIl.1 the gains from trade creation and 
trade diversion are described in terms of production and 
consumption effects following a removal of the tariff on 
product j from Australia. 3 
1From Lipsey (9), 1960 page 4970 
2Much of the theoretical description of trade creation and 
trade d~version here is based on a coverage of this area 
by Scammell, W.M. (12). . 
3This approach assumes constant overseas costs of production 
and that the pattern of consumption remains constant over 
the period of study 0 
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Potential Trade Creation and Trade 'Diversion 
inNAFTA. 
the import supply curve, assumed to be 
infinitely elastic. 
the New Zealand domestic supply curve of 
commodity group j. 
the New Zealand domestic demand curve of 
commodity group j. 
the price of j from Australia including 
tariffs. 
the price of j from all import sources 
cincluding tariffs. 
the price of j from Austral ia with free trade. 
the price of j from all import sources with 
free.trade. 
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(a) Production Effect: With the fall in import price 9 
JK (Figure 1IIo1) of domestic production will be replaced 
by imports" To produce this domesticallY it would have 
cost New Zealand JYXK but to import from Australia it 
costs JYSK g the triangle YXS being a n$t welfare gain to 
New Zealando 
(b) ConsUmption Effect: With the removal of the 
tariff the New Zealand price will fall result ing in con-
sumption inoreasing by MNo The value placed on this 
additional consumption by New Zealand consumers is MRTN 
(ioeo the area under the demand curve), but this additional 
consumption only costs consumers MZTNp the triangle ZRT 
being a welfare gain from trade 0 
The total trade creation resulting from the assumed 
freeing in trade of commodity j (in Figure 11101) with 
Australia is the sum o~ the production and consumption 
effects (ioeo the sum of the triangles YXS and ZRT) 0 
(2) Trade Diversion. 
This results from a movement from a lower to a higher 
real cost source of supply~ ioeo it represents a movement 
from a more to a less efficient allocation of resourceso 
The high cost producer is made competitive by the tariff 
preference it receives over other supplierso Trade 
diversion is shown in Figure 11101 where following the 
removal of tariffs on Australian supplies of commodity j9 
Australia becomes the cheapest supplier to the New Zealand 
market 0 
Using Figure 11101 trade diversion can be described 
in the following ma,nnero Prior to the tre:;6ing of tariffEi 
the domestic cost of imports KM equalled KILM (in overseas 
funds paid to suppliers) plu~ IXRL (paid as tariff revenue 
to the government)"\ Following the removal of tariffs 
on imports from Australia the cost in overseas funds paid 
to suppliers for the original quantity of imports is 
equal to KSZM1 9 with there being no tariff revenue o This 
results in a net2 welfare loss to the country as a whole 
of ISZLo 
(3) The Net Welfare Effect of Trade Creation and Trade 
Diversiono 
This is simply found by subtraoting the trade 
diversion effects from the trade oreation, 
i 0 eo YXS + ZRT .... ISZL (fo r the above. example) 0 
Given a positive resultg then the granting of tariff 
preferences to Australia for commodity j will have 
increased New Zealandts welfareo 
1 It is assumed that all ~ports are switched to the 
most price competitive supplier (ioeo following the 
granting of the tariff preferences Australia becomes 
the most price competitive supplier to the New 
Zealand market) 0 . 
2 It is assumed all tariff revenue is redistributed 
increasing all consumers welfareo 
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30 THE ANALYTICAL MODEL 
( 1) The Problema 
The problem was to establish an analytical model from 
which the welfare gains or losse~ due to the trade creation 
and trade diversion effects of NAFTA could be estimated 
for selected commodity groupsQ 
Thus to derive an estimate for trade creation p an 
expression to find the area of the triangles YXS and ZRT 
. (shown in Figure III q 11) was necessary Q 2 Likewise to find 
trade diversion an expression for the area of the rectangle 
ISZL was necessaryQ 
(2) Method of Approacho 
The trade creation triangles and the trade diversion 
rectangle were estimated via their relationship to the 
excess (import) demand function., 
Because JlC+MN (in Figure I1Io2( a») equals Be in Figure 
II102(b)), (ioeo the change in imports of j following a 
price change) and XS and RZ equal FG g then the sum of the 
areas of the triangles YXS and ZRT (Figure 1IIo2(a) equals 
the area of GFH (Figure I1102(b))o 
Similarly because KM eq~als OB (both being the quantity 
of imports before the price change) and S1 and ZL equal GA, 
then the areas of the rectangles ISZL and PAjGA Pwj are 
equal 0 
1 Where commodity j refers to the group of commodities 
under study., 
2 Finding trade creation by the measurement of triangles YXS 
and ZRT (Figure IIIo2(a» was suggested by HoGoJohnson (7), 
in 1960 9 however he did not further express it in terms 
of the excess demand functiono 
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(a) Domest.ic Demand and Supply 
Curves for Commodity Group j. 
(b) The Excess Demand 
Function. 
itlhere; 
Ip is the New Zealand import ( excess) demand for 
commodi ty group j as a function of price. 
Sd is the New Zealand domestic supply curve for 
commodity group j. 
Dd is the New Zealand domestic demand curve for 
commodity grou~ j. 
tPwj is the price of j from all import sources including tariffs. 
PAj is the price of j from Australia. with free trade. 
Pwj is the price of j from all import· sources with free trade. 
37. 
Ip 
An expression for the ax'ea of GJ?H will provide an 
• VI> 
estiI.a.ate of trade creation 8.11cl li.kewise an exp:t"sssion for 
the area of })AjGAP,,.;j 'i.~·il1 provide an estimate of trade 
diversion" 
])e:::-iyi:ng an ]~Jrpref3si.oYl for lilslfars Gains Due 
'l'rade Creationo 
Define Ej 
_. of import demand. of 
B j 
:=; 1 
where; I..'; is the quanti'ty of imports of commodity group j 
J 
P j J_Ei the pricE.: per ulllt of cornmodi ty j 
The estimation of the import function is described by 
the following equation: 
I :;:; ~ > A P - J' OJ + ai, J' 1 J' + ,1: n 
9 0 0 T '~njL'nj 
vlhere; o 0 QI' are tb~ independant variables nj 
Thus~ 
and; 
o 0 1:1:n " are the coefficients of thE') 
. J independant variable 
I j is the d.ependant variable p quantity imported of Gommodi ty j 
~s :::; ~1"i (from the estimated import iu,nction 
dP 1 j . 'J lilh~re P 1" is the price 'I",ra1:"iable) 
.,J 
E, 
J 
i) ,... 1 ' .J r 
J 
2 
3 
where P 1 jI j rule; 
1'\ .: S ·tl--o 8. 1 ,;,1.. .J.-J p:t":,'Lce coefficient in the import function ,; 
Prior to any ch.ange in tariffs we are at poi.nt F in 
Figure III 02 ( b) 0 
The change in j.mpoI'ts of comm()dity j (~Ij) as the 
result of a tariff 9hange (causing a ch~nge in price) 
must now be estimatedo 
fl P 1 j 
P 1 j 
By substituting in Equation 4 for E j from Equation 3 
To fulfil the objective of finding a means of estab= 
lishing trade creation as the result of a tariff change 
an expression must now be found for the area of GFH 
(Figure IIIo2(b»o 
5 
The area of G]'H == t A1.l1joGH (See Figure IIIo2(b)- - 6 
Fol~owing a change in price of the magnitude tPwj minus PAj 
in Figure IIIo2(b) and GH equalling ~Ijo 
By assumption the change in price equals the price 
effect of the change in ta.riffo 
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If 
and 
equals the price effect of the change in tariff 
equals PwJ' times ~ t, . J 
where; Pwj is the tariff assessment import price 
.6. t
J
. is the a.bsolute change in the percent 
ad valorem tariff converted to a 
decimal fraction representationo 
Then by assumption; 
.~ AT. . J 
Now an expression of the welfare gains from trade creat ion 
due to tariff changes is obtatued by substituting Equation 
5 in Equation 6 
Thus the estimate of the welfare gain from trade 
creation (W) is shown by the following e~pression 
o 
2 
(4) Deriving an Expression for Welfare Losses Due to 
Trade Diversion. 
Following a tariff removal on imports from Australia 
the price of imports in New Zealand drops to PAj but the 
loss of tariff revenue per unit of import is equal to 
tP minus P . The net loss to New Zealand in terms of wj wj ~ 
price being PAj minus PWj (Figure III.2(a». The 
quantity affected by the trade diversion is OB in Figure 
IIIo2(b) (the initial quantity imported subject to the 
tariff removal) • 
The data provides values for OB and Pw j 0 P Aj was 
found by substituting into the p+eviously estimated import 
function (Equation 2). Where imports equal that level 
imported following the change in tariffs and PAj is the 
unknown·. 
ioeo I j + A I j = ~oj + ~2jP2j + .,.-- "anjPnj + 1t PAj 
where = ~1P lj is the import price of commodity j 
after tariff changes~ ioeo the price 
needed to induce imports of I. +!1 I. 
J J 
represents the quantity imported before 
tariff changes 
represents the change in quantity imported 
(from Equation 5) following the 
tariff change (and resultant price 
change) 0 
1 For ease of description the independant variable PAj 
(price of commodity j) which is assumed to be P1j 
in Equation 2 ~ is shown separately. 
The welfare loss due to trade diversion (TD) is given by 
the following expressiong 
TD 
where: 
x 
PwJ' is the nontariff price of imports from the whole world" 
(5) Perverse Supply and Demand Curves" 
In the analysis so far p normal supply and demand have 
been assumed to exist" However the possibility of perverse 
supply and demand curves (resulting in a positively sloped 
excess demand curve) must not be ignored 9 particularly as 
a number of posit ive price coefficients did occur in this 
studyo Though these may well have resulted from poor 
estimates of the import function" 
For a detailed description of the affect of perverse 
supply and demand CUrves on the excess demand curve and 
the trade creation and trade diversion interpretations of 
such cases p see the Appendix at the end of this chapter~ 
page 510 
(6) Summary 0 
Throughout this study care must betaken not to forget 
assumpiions involved in a static partial equilibrium study of 
this nature and assumptions involved in the estimation tech= 
nique and data collection~ 
An excess demand function was established for each of 
the ten commodity groups" These provided estimates of price 
coefficients for the estimation of price elasticities and 
for t4e direct estimation of the change in import quantities 
following a given tariff change" These estimates along with 
relevant data were inserted into the expressions derived for 
trade creation and trade diversion in this section" 
4Q CLASSIFICATION OF IMPORT DATA 
(1) Import Commodity Groups Chosen. 
Import commodities were grouped under the Standard 
International Trade Classificationp1 Though in two cases 
a chosen commodity group had to be further divided on the 
'basis of the units of quantity. 
There were ten commodity groups for which separate 
studies of the trade creation and trade division effects of 
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tariff changes for the respectiVe commodity groups were madeo 
The ten groups are as follows: 
(a) Group ··1 : The SITe is Section 2 Division 26 which 
includes textile fibres (not manufactured into yarn g thread 
or fabrics) and wasteQ 
(b) Group 2; The SITC is Section 2 Divisions 27-29 9 
which includes crude fertilisers and crude materials excluding 
coal and petroleum, metallifero us ores and scrap and animal 
and vegetable crude materials 0 
(c) Group 3: The SITC is Section 3 which includes 
mineral fuels, lubricants and related materialso 
(d) Group 4 The SITe is Section 5 which includes 
chemical elements and compounds 9 chemicals from coal, dyeing 
chemicals p pharmaceutical products, perfume materials p .man-. . 
ufactured fertilisers, explosives and miscellaneous chemical 
products 0 
(e) Group 5 The SITC is Section 6 Divisions 61-64 
1 The SITe is used to the two digit division level. 
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which includes leather and leather productsg rubber manufa0t-
ures 9 wood and cork manufactures and paper and paperboard 
manufactures 0 
(f) Group 6: The SITe is Section 6 Division 650 This 
group includes those imports under this SITe whose import 
quantity is measured in square yardso It is predominantly 
made up of textile fabrics g made up articles of textile 
materiaJ.s and floor coverings" 
(g) Group 7: The SITe is Seotion 6 Division 650 This 
group includes those imports under this SITe whose import 
quantity is measured in hundredweighto I~ is predominantly 
made up of textile yarn and thread. 
(h) Group 8 The SITe is Section 6 Divisions 66-690 
This group includes nonmetaJ.ic mineral manufactures, iron 
and steel, nonferrous metals and manufactures of metals" 
(i) Group 9 The SITe is Section 7" This group 
includes those imports classified under Section 7 whose 
import quantity is measured by the number of items importedQ 
This group includes machinery (not included in Group 10) and 
transport equipment" 
(j) Group 10 The SITe is Section 7. This group 
includes those imports classified under Section 7 whose 
import quantity is measured by weight. This is a small 
group including metalworking machinery, textile machinery 
and specialised, industrial machineryo 
(2) The Selection of Import Commodity Groupso 
The first step was to select commodity groups that 
were of relative importance in New Zealand jmport trade p 
under this criteria Sections 1 v 4 and 9 were omittedo 
Furthermore the import commodity group, it waS judged g 
should have a significant portion being imp~pted. from 
Australia, Section 2 Divisions 21-2? was omitted because 
of this criteriao 
Because a weighted average price (on the quantity of 
imports) for each import group was needed p a common unit 
of import quantity had to be established for each groupo 
On this basis Section 8 was omitted and Section 6 
Division 65 and Section 7 were divided because units were 
either not given or too diverse to be aggregated 0 
Section 0 (food) was omitted because wheat and sugar 
imports make up a very large proportion of the value of 
imports in this section p both of which were tariff free 
prior to NAFTA (and still are) 0 Wheat imports are 
strictly quantitatively controlled, imports depending on 
the size of the do~estic wheat crop 0 
50 ESTIMATION OF THE IMPORT FUNCTIONS 
For each import commodity group an impor't function was 
estimated by regression analysis Q The quantity of importu 
being the only dependant variable~ was regressed for 23 
observations (ioeo data for 23 years) against the gross 
domestic product p the exchange rate p net overseas assets 
(to approximate the effect of quotas) and the New Zealand 
price of imports (ioeo the OIF import price plus the 
tariff) 0 For the data matrix used in estimating the 
import function and associated notes see Appendix 20 
(1) Form and Source of Datao 
(a) Gross Domestic Producto All data for this 
variable was taken from the New Zealand Official Yearbooko 
This was deflated using the Consumer Price Index (for all 
groups), the base year being 19740 In all cases the data 
was for the year ending the 31st Marcho 
(b) Net Overseas Assetso This represents the total 
net overseas assets of the New Zealand banking system as at 
the 31st December from 1950-1961 and at the 30th June from 
1962-19720 The data source was the Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand Bullet in 0 
All figures were deflated using the Consumer Price 
Index (for all groups) 9 the base year being 19740 
(0) E~change Rateso The New Zealand exchange rate 
was defined as the amount of New Zealand currenoy required 
to purchase one unit of foreign currencyo The values 
used represent a simple average of the New Zealand exchange 
rate with Australia, United Kingdom and UoSoAo The 
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individual exchange rates with these countries are an aver--
age of the four quarter'ly rates (as at the last day of each 
quarter)9 ending with the December quarter between 1950-1961 
and the June quarter between 1962-19720 All data was 
taken from the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Bulletino 
(d) Tariff Rateso The tariff rate used for any 
tariff item represents a simple average of the rates 
given for the Nonnal. Tariff ~ the British Preferentlal 
Tariff 0 the Canadian Tariff 9 the Australian Tariff and the 
Less Developed Countries Tariffo 
The tariff rate derived for each group represents a 
Simple average of all tariff items at the four digit level 
of classificationy for each commodity groupo Where there 
is further subdivision to a lower level of classification 
(ioeo fifthv sixth or seventh digit)v a tariff value is 
found by averaging the subdivisions of that tariff number at 
the next lowest level of classificationo 
Where the basic system of classification of tariff items 
changed from the classification of commodity groupings in 
this study (ioeo SITC)9 as it did twice over the span of the 
study 9 then the tariff items were regrouped before the data 
was collected to approximate the SITe system as closely as 
possible 0 
All tariff rates were calculated from The New Zealand 
Customs Tariff of New Zealan..Q:, Customs Department (N oZ 0) 0 
Tariffs were estimated for the years 19~99 1956 9 19629 
1967 and 19720 They were assumed to remain unchanged between 
these years o 
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(e) Price and Quantity Datao For each commodity 
group a unit representing quantity was selected. All import 
quantities were converted to this unit. Because quantity 
data was not available for all imports (or it was not possible 
to convert it to the common unit) the quantity totals do not 
represent all New Zealand imports under that import classif-
ication (on average this unknown quantity represents less 
than 20 percent by value). 
An average c.iofo price was found for the group by 
dividing the total value of imports (of those commodities 
for which quantities were available) by the total quantity 
of imports as derived for ~he common unito 
The price used in estimating the import function repre-
sents the coi.fo price plus the average tariff1 for the 
commodity group. This provides an estimate of the price 
of the imported commodity in New Zealand q 
From 1950=1961 quantity and price data refers to the 
calendar yeary following 1961 dUe to a change in the publica~ 
tion of import statistics v data refers to the year ending 
30th June o A~l quantity and coiof. value data was taken from 
New Zealand External Trade publications of the Department of 
Statisticso All import values were deflated using the 
Import Price Indexo the base year being 1974. 
1 Strictly the tariff cost should be calculated on the 
codov. price valuation? the resultant error is however 
negligible. 
(2) Import Function Equa'tionsQ 
The followir~ equations were estimated for each of 
the import commodity groupso 
Where; 1 j equals the quantity of imports of the jth group 
G equals the gross domestic expenditure 
E equals the exchange rate 
A equals the net .overseas assets 
P j is the average New Zealand price of the jth groupo 
(a) Group 1 (Textile fibres, not manufactured etc.) 
11 = 3122 ... 5+71109G-2128 o6E+2o7A+173 o 8 P1 
R2 = 0087 
T values: 
Significance 1 of 
Estimates: **.)(-
(b) Group 2 (Crude fertilisers, metalliferous ores 
and crude materials etc) 
12 = -795342602+5089801G-148720o6E+1278 o 6A+5528776o6 P2 
R2 -_ 0 89 ... 
T values: 
1 
*** ** * 
* Indicates the estimate is statistically significant 
at the confidence level of 0090 
** Indicates the estimate is statistically significant 
at the confidence level of 00950 
*** Indicates the estimate is statistically significant 
at the confidence level of 0.990 
An absence of an asterisk indicates the estimate is 
statistically non-significant at the 0.9 confidence 
level ... 
(c) Group 3 (Mineral fuel~ and related materials) 
13 :::: 7465,5104 0 9+46981 ,,8G=75781 o7E+95409A=16534153 P3 
R2 :::: 0.,95 
T values: 
*** 
(d) Group 4 (Chemicals) 
I4 :::: -1720S0604+18439o4G+18572o2E+82A~473954oS P4 
2 R :::: 0,,9 
T values: 
*** *** 
(e) Group S (Manufactures of leather, rubberp wood 
and paper pulp) 
IS :::: 135493109~2176o6G+11386~4E+174o2A-244S803 Ps 
2 R :::: 007 
T values: 
(f) Group 6 (Textile fabrics 9 made up articles and 
floor coverings) 
16 :::: 29789605,,3+264901 o 6G".,77319S,,8E+407003A+218587272 P6 
2 R :::: 0088 
T values: 
(g) Group 7 (Textile yarn and thread) 
I7 :::: 337039+25606G=2164o3E=001A~278o6 P6 
R2 :::: 0072 
T values ~ ( 2 " 997) ( = 1 ,,626) ( -0 " 01 6) . (-1" 7 5 S ) 
* 
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(h) Group 8 (Manufactures of nonmetalic minerals g 
iron and steel and nonferrous metals) 
18 = =144248404+13785G=72264o4E-373o3A+534317 P8 
2 R = 0078 
T values~ 
(i) Group 9 (Machinery and transport equipment) 
19 = 6695016+922207G-57941 o7E+38601A-34535Q3 P9 
R2 =;: 0089 
T values ~ 
*** * *** 
(j) Group 10 (Metalworkingp textile and special 
industrial machinery) 
110 = 159144706+1930o4G=21590o4E-28 o8A+1656o8 P10 
2 R = 0082 
T values 
*** , *** ** 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER III 
A Positive Sloping Excess Demand Curve 
A problem that occurred for half the estimates of the 
excess demand function was that of the pr~ce coefficient 
having a positive sign (ioeo the excess demand function 
being positively sloped) 0 
A posi~ively sloped excess demand curve could have 
been caused by two factors. 
(1) A statistically non-significant estimate for 
the price coefficient (ioeo poor t values) 0 
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(2) Perverse slopes in the supply and demand functions 0' 
A study of the t values for the price estimates with 
positive price coefficients show them to be non-signifi-
csnt on three occasions ~ thus indicating th\3.t poor esY,;i.mate s. 
'". ,,' 
for price were likely culprits for these three positive price 
coefficients" 
However the second factor must not be ignored and a 
study of the welfare gains and losses under such conditions 
will be made" A posit i vely sloping exo'ess demand curve 
may result from three different cases involving perverse 
slopes of the demand and or supply curves" 
1 " CASE 1 : Perverse slopes for both the supply and 
demand curve s • 
Following a tariff reduction the import level drop s from 
/ 
AB toDC 9 the area MBCPA. must be accounted for. A , J 
Pt'ia 
<6' }- ~ H 
P,.i«-
(\~ ), :r te . r' . . · ~ ........... --........... .., 
" ".0 
, . , ........ - ........ _--.... ........ .". 
PA" ••••• ..,.l ....___ ......... ., 
~ I f I 
Pc.,' •.. , ... ,. ,., .,--~. i ' 
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I I I 
I I 
I 
o T Q U o 
QuCft1.t" of "'",.-od.t, j Qu(U\t*'ct !M,.rt~~ of 
, Co",,,,,o~it1 ~ 
FIGURE aIII.1 
(a) A Perverse Supply and 
Demand Curve. 
Where; 
(b) The Positively Sloped 
Excess Demand Curve. 
Ip is the New Zealand import (exoess) demand for 
oommodity group j aS,a function of price. 
Dd is the New Zealand domestic demand curve for 
commodity group j. 
Sd is the New Zealand domestic supply curve for 
commodity group j. 
tPwJ' is the price of j from all import sources including the tariff (t = 1 + T, T being ,the tariff rate). 
PAj is the price of,; j from Australia 'with free trade. 
PWJ' is the p;rice of.j from all import sources with free trade. 
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consideration of the marginal unit at point U suggests that 
the marginal valuation of that unit is UC while the ConSl1lD.er 
pays UG for it and thus incurs a marginal loss in consumer 
surplus of GCo A tariff preference implies that point C 
is the demand point so OU units involve a reduction in the 
consumer loss of rectangle CGMPAjo Triangle GEe is 
considered below 0 
The rectangle AGCL represents a reduotion in tariff 
inoome to Government but is netted out against the reduction 
in consumer loss mentioned aboveo 
MADPAj represents a negative producer surpluso Unit 
number T has a marginal cost of AT yet the firm is paid 
LT for it so there is a social loss of AL involved in the 
production of the T'th unito MALPAj nets out~against the 
reduction in the consumer loss mentioned above, thus ALD 
represents a negative producer surplus that is not compen-
sated for after a tariff change 0 
GBC represents a negative oonsumer surplus (as dealt 
with for CGMPAj)~ the reduotion in this being a gain to 
consumers n welfare 0 
Triangle IJK in Table Alllo1(b) equals the sum of ALD 
and GBC but will overstate welfare gains via trade creation 
by ALDo 
Trade diversion is measured by RS times SN (ioeo the 
quantity shifted from a less to a more expensive import 
souroe)0 
20 CASE 2 : A perverse slope for the demand curve o 
The slopes of the supply and demand curves in Figure 
Alllo2(a) also yield an excess demand function with a positive 
slope 0 This situation is not treated further for' the reasons 
to be given on page 560 
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*' FIGURE AIII.2 
(a) A Perverse Demand 
Curve. 
(b) The Positively Sloped 
Excess Demand Curve. 
* For -a description of the notation see Figure AIII'-1 • 
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* FIGURE AIII .. 3 
(a) A Perverse Supply 
Curve. 
*" 
(b) Tbe Positively Sloped 
Excess Demand Curve. 
For a description of the notation see Figure AIII.1. 
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30 CASE 3 : A perverse slope for the supply curveo 
Following a tariff reductionp there is a gain in the 
consumer surplus of MCFP Aj (:Ii'igure AlII 0 3( a) ) 0 From this 
must be subtracted ACEL which was initially tariff revenue 
and is not now received by the Government. 
MADPAj represents
1 a negative producer surplus 9 of 
which MALPAj nets out with the consumer surplus gain the 
remainder ALD being a welfare loss to the country(as in 
Case 1) 0 
There remains the consumer surplus CEF as a welfare 
gain 0 
,Thus the triangle IJK (which equaJ.s the area of ADL 
minus the area of GFE) represents a welfare loss2~ following 
a tariff change causing a price shift from tPwj to PAjo 
IJK necessarily represents a welfare loss because the area 
ALD is a loss which exceeds the gain shown by area CEF 0 
Trade diversion can not be precisely measured on the 
excess demand diagram. In 'Figure AlIIo3(a) it is 
represented by DE times DGo ~he closest approximation from 
the excess demand function is RK (overstated by EF) 
times RS~ 
The same explanation applies for MADPAj in Figure AIIlo3(a) 
as for IVIADP Aj in Figure AlIIo 1 ( a) 0 
2 Because the slope of TId :1.S greater than that of Sd the 
trian.gle ALD can be assunmd to be larger than CFE, 
thus -IJK represents a net loss 0 
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40 Application of the perverse caseo 
If Cases 1 and 2 in fact describe the New Zealand sit= 
uation 9 then the estimates presented (where a positively 
sloped excess demand curve existed) in the later sections 
for,welfare changes described as trade creation, are either 
over estimates of welfare gains (if Case 1 prevailed) or 
under estimates of welfare gains (if Case 2 prevailed) 0 
However 9 as Case 3 relates to a situation of the 
decreasing cost industry with a normally sloped demand 
curve~ it is here taken to be more plausible than; (a) 
perv~rse slopes for both the supply and the demand functions 
(Case 1) and (b) the positive demand curve (Case 2) 0 
Case 3 9 if it applies 9 gives areas in the excesS 
demand diagram whi ch are equal to the sums of areas in it s 
underlying supply and demand diagram g at least as far as 
trade creation effects are concernedo As long as Case 3 
does apply the estimates1 of welfare effects in the perverse 
case are accurate and are not approximations as would be 
the results if calculations were based on Cases 1 or 20 
Thus g it has been assumed that where the estimated import 
functions have perverse slopes the positive price coefficient 
arises because Case 3 applies g and calculations have been 
made on that basiso Trade creation has a negative effect on 
welfare in the perverse case p as has been shown above o 
With the exception of the small overestimate for trade 
diversion 0 
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CHAPTER IV 
ESTIMATION AND INTERPRETATION 
1. ESTIMATES OF TRADE CREATION AND TRADE DIVERSION 
This section provides a table of results for each group 
of imports indicating the trade creation and trade diversion 
effects of actual and potential tariff changes on importso 
The following paragraphs outline some notes relevant to 
the general presentation of the resultso 
The trade creation estimates have been given a sign 
which indicates their influence on welfare. Under conditions 
of normal supply and demand curves th~ welfare changes 
represented by trade creation estimates (as discussed in the 
explanation of the theory) are a positive gain in welfareQ 
In this study howeverv a positively sloping excess demand 
, 
curve was found on five occasions (though the lack of 
statistical Significance of the price estinlate s must not be 
forgotten as a possible cause). Of the possible perverse 
supply and demand curves causing a positively sloped excess 
demand curve 0 the case of a normal demand curve and a perverse 
supply curve has been assumed (see Appendix to Chapter 1119 
Case 3)0 Assuming Case 3 where a positively sloped excess 
demand curve prevails the estimates for trade creation indicate 
negative welfa~e effects following a tariff reduction (see 
pages 55-56) 0 • 
Negative e~timates for trade diversion have been 
omitted from the results tables as they lack any real 
significance in this studyo ' A negative value for trade 
diversion occurs when the derived Australian price is lower 
than the world price thus there being no potential for 
trade diversiono 
The estimates for FAj include remaining tariffs where 
the change in tariff does not represent a movement to free 
trade 0 This will cause an overstatement of trade diversiono 1 
The treatment of trade diversion as a welfare loss is un= 
changed throughout the studyo 
In measuring tariff changes between 1950 and 1972 and 
1966 and 1972v tariff rates were found to increase on some 
groups 0 The tables have been arranged to show such increases 
and also to estimate the welfare effects of eliminating the 
increaseso 
The remainder of this section contains, for each 
commodity group .analysed v the average annual quantity 
imported for that group~ the coefficient on the price variable 
in the excess demand function and the price elasticity for 
the groupo The tables indicate the trade creating and trade 
diverting effects and the net welfare result, of two actual 
tariff changes and of two hypothetical changes 0 
(1) Group 1 Results (Section 2 Division 26)0 
The Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) 
for this group includes textile fibres (not manufactured 
into yarn, thread or fabrics) and wasteo 
1 Though this approach is ideally only suited to analysing 
trade diversion following a move to free tradeo The 
approximations of FA' following other tariff movements 
was thought to be J worthwhile to give a rough a~pr04~ 
imation of the trade diversiono It would appear (by 
comparison with the free trade situation) that the error 
is very significanto 
Table IVoc1 Resul ts of the Analysis for Group 1 
The chl;U,lge in 
Tariff\ 1) (11 tj) 
Change in Pric e (2) 
( tl Pl ) 
e in Quantity 
l!.I after A P 
Trade creation due 
to A tl 
World Price Pwt 
Australian Price 
(PAl) after A tl 
Trade Diversion 
Net Welfare effect 
of A tl 
Units Change in Tari:ffs 
$ 
Cwt 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1950~72 
-1" 107 
510847 
( 8) 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1966-72 
-00464 (4) 
=00243 
=4202 3 
-5" 1 (7) 
520289 
520712 
80196,,9 
-80202 "O( 9) 
25%:".cut in the 
A~rage 
Tariff Rate 
-00342(5) 
-00179 
= 1 011 
-208(7) 
520289 
520937 
122853 .. 7 
-12285605(9) 
1 This represents the change in the percent ad valorem duty on imports. 
Movement to 
Free Trade 
-10367(6) 
-00715 
-12 027 
-4404(7) 
520289 
52.240 
( 8) 
-44,,4(9) 
2 The change in price is calculated by assessin~ the change in tariff duty per unit. The 
tariff change is applied to the world import price (pw) " For the method of deriving ~Pj 
from ,/:::. t j see page 39 ~ 
3 The change in the NoZ. tariff from the 1950 rate to the 1972 rate for this 
commodity groupo 
4 The change in the N oZ" tariff from the: 1966 rate (first year of NAFTA) to the 1972 
rate for this commodity group" 
( continued) 
\.11 
1..0 
o 
Footnotes to Table IV~1 continued: 
5 This change in tariff represents a 25 percent across the board cut in the average 
1950-1972 tariff rate for this commodity group (as was done by Australia in 1973)0 
6 This represents the change necessary to bring about free trade from the average 
of the NoZo tariff rate for the years 1950-19720 
7 The apparent small magnitude of these estimates is due to the lack of scope 
for tariff reductions and the relatively small quantity of imports involvedo 
8 Negative trade diversion (see introductory paragraphs~ page 57)0 
9 The introductory notes relating to the estimation of trade creation and 
diversion with a positively sloped excess demand curve and the Appendix 
Chapter III (Case 3) should be read in conjunction with viewing these 
estimates 0 
trade 
to 
Q) 
o 
o 
Average annual quantity imported 1950=72 (I1) :::; 189 9 589 cwt 
Price coefficient (ap1 ) 
Price elasticity import demand (E 1) 
The NoZo i950~72 average price of 
imported goods (t 1P1) :::; $5300 
(2) Group 2 Results (Section 2 Divisions 27~29) 0 
See Table 1V02o 
The SlTC includes crude fertilisers and crude materials 
excluding coal and petroleumv metalliferous ores and scrap9 
and animal and vegetable crude materials 0 
Average annual quantity imported 1950-72 (12) :::; 20538890 cwt 
Price coefficient (~2) 
Price elasticity import demand (E 2) 
The N oZ. 1950-72 average price of 
imported goods (t 2P2) 
(3) Group 3 Results (Section 3)0 
See Table IV.3 0 
:::; 5528776.6 
:::; 00553 
:::; $20095 
The SITC includes mineral fuels p lubricants and 
,related materialso 
Average annual quantity: imported 1950-72 (13) :::: 51123595 cwt 
Price coefficient (~P3) 
Price elasticity import demand (E3) 
The NoZo 1950=72 average price of 
imported goods (t 3P3) 
:::; -16534153 
:::; -00896 
:::; $2077 
Table IV .. 2 
The change J....1'l 
Tariff (1) (.6.t2) 
Change in price 
(2) (LlP2) 
Change in quantity 
(AI2 ) after .6.P2 
Xrade Creation due 
to J:::,. t2 
Australian Price 
(PA2 ) after~t2 
Trade Diversion 
Net Welfare effect 
of b.. t2 
Units 
% 
$ 
Cwt 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Result s of the Anal ysis for Group 2 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1950-72 
-370428 
2 .. 023 
2 .. 028 
10268206 
-11509200(7) 
Chagge in Tariffs 
Tariff Change 25% cut in the 
Between Average 
1966=72 Tariff Rate 
-000173 
49206~11 =95647,,84 
-219,,0 -827" 1 
2,,023 2 .. 023 
2" 104 20078 
166345808 1129509 
see Table IV 01 
Movement to 
Free 
Trade 
=381485058 
20023 
2,,026 
Notes (1) - (6) 
( 7) See introductory notes on trade creation and trade diversion 
estimates with a positively sloped excess demand function 9 
page 57 and Appendix to Chapter III (Case 3)0 
Table IVo 3 Results of the Anal.ysis for Group 3 
Unit Change in Tariffs 
Tariff Change Tariff Change ~5% Cut in The Movement to 
Between Between Average Free 
1950=72 1966=72 Tariff Rate Trade 
The Change in 
Tariff (1) (l!t.t
3
) % -90947(3) -5 0284( 4) -2,,501(5) -10,,003(6) 
Change in pri ce 
(2) (~P3) $ -0.,248 -001317 -00062 -00249 
Cha;ye in quantity 
(AI 3 after Ll P 3 Cwt 410046909 217754709 :1025117 4117004 
Trade Creation due 
tOAt
3 
$ 50845803 143390.,8 3177806 512567 
World Price (Pw3 ) $ 2e492 20492 20492 2~492 
fustralian Price 
$ 20116 20233 20302 20115 \p A3) after .6.. t3 
Trade Diversion $ ( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( 7) 
Net Welfare effect 
of Llt3 $ 50845803 143390,,8 3-1-778'06 512567 
Notes g (1) - (6) see Table IV" 1 
(7) Negative trade diversion (see page 57)0 
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(4) Group 4 Results (Section 5) 0 
See Table IV 040 
The SITe inel udes C'..hemioal elements and compou...nds 9 
chemicals from coal~ dyeing chemicals p pharmaceutical 
products p perfume materials p manufact~red fertilisers p 
explosives and miscellaneous chemical productso 
Average annual quantity imported 1950~72 (14) ::; 6150977 cwt 
Price coefficient (~4) 
Price elasticity import demand (E 4) 
NoZo 1950-72 average price imported 
goods (t 4P 4) 
== -47395405 
::; -00901 
::; $120019 
(5) Group 5 Results (Section 6 Divisions 61-64)0 
See Table IVo5o 
The SITe includes leather and leather products~ 
rubber manufactures 9 wood and cork manufactures and paper 
and paperboard manufactures 0 
Average annual qua.ntity imported 1950-72 (15) :;:; 120363403 cw-rt 
Price coefficient (~P5) 
Price elasticity import demand (E5) 
The NoZ., average price of imported 
goods (t5P5) 
;:: -2445803 
= -.00697 
;:: $340407 
(6) Group 6 Results (Section 6 Division 65, imports by 
quantity in square yards) 0 
See Table IV060 
This group is predominantly made up of textile fabrics 9 
made up articles of textile materials and floor coverings 0 
Average annual qu.anti ty imported 1950 ... 72 ( 16) - 130581100 sq 
Price coeffi.cient (~P6) = 21858727 
Price elasticity import demand (E 6) - 0016'67 
The N oZ., average frIce of imported 
goods t 6P6) = $00996 
yd 
The chan~e in 
Tariff( 1) (.6. t 4) 
Change iri Price 
(2) (AP
4
) 
Trade creation due 
to II t4 . 
World Price (Pw4) 
Austral ian Price 
(p A4) after.6. t4 
Trade Diversion 
Net welfare effect 
of ~t4 
Notes: (1) - (6) 
Table IV04 Results of the Analysis for Group 4 
Units 
% 
$ 
Cwt 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1950-72 
22797200 
11.,538 
-3388802 
See Table IV" 1 0 
Change in Tari ff 
Tariff Change ,25% Cut in The 
Between Average 
19 66~72 Tariff Rate 
-00308 -0,,266 
145977098 12607109 
2248006 
10.,95 
11" 711 110753 
4680893 493923405 
-453491501 -481316206 
Movement to 
Free 
Trade 
-10065 
50476104 
268785,,5 
10,,95 
100954 
2460309 
0\ 
\Jl 
o 
Table IVo 5 Results of the Analysis for Group 5 
Units Change in Tariff 
Tariff Change Tariff Change 25% Cut in the Movement to 
Between Between Average Free 
1950-72 1966=72 Tarif'f Rate Trade 
The change in 
30626 (3) -1 ,,899( 4) -40798(5) -190192(6) Tariff (1) ~t5) % 
Change. in pric e 
(2) (.6. P2) 
Change in quantity 
$ 10047 -00548 =1 0385 -50541 
(.6..1
5 
) afterllP5 Cwt -25607.,8 13403,,2 33874 0 8 13552304 
Trade creation due 
to il t5 $ 1340507 367205 2345803 37546707 
World Price {Pw2 } $ 280873 280873 280873 280873 
Australian Price 
(P
A2
) after .6t
2 
$ 350453 33 0 858 330021 280865 
Trade Divers ion $ 7919913cb b00011 b 09 4992b75 { 7J 
Net welfare effect 
of .6t
2 
$ -790650709 -599644404 -496921608 37546707 
Notes: (1) - (6) See Table IV., 1 0 
( 7) Negative trade diversion" 
Table IVo6 Results of the Analysis for Group 6 
Uni~s Change in Tariff 
The change in 
Tariff (1) (at6) % 
Change in Price 
(2) CLlp 6) $ 
Change in quantity 
(AI6) afterAp6 Sq yd 
Trade creation 
due to At6 $ 
World Price (Pw6 ) $ 
Trade Diversion $ 
Net welfare effect 
of A t6 $ 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1950-72 
37159804 
-3158 .. 6 
0 .. 866 
18803678 
-18806836(8) 
Notes: (1) - (6) See Table IVo1o 
(7) Negative trade diversion., 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1966-72 
-000203 
-44373202 
Oc866 
00976 
14363921 
-14368424 (8) 
25% Cut in The 
Average 
Tariff Rate 
-30852 
-000334 
-73008105 
~1219006 
12666366 
-12678556(8) 
Movement to 
Free 
Trade 
-290721006 
-19332905 
-193329., ~8) 
(8) See introductory notes on trade creation and trade diversion estimates 
with a pesitively sloped excess demand function (page 57) and Appendix 
to Chapter III (Case 3)0 
(7) Group 7 Results (Section 6 Division 65, imports by 
quantity in cwt) 0 
See Table IVa 70 
This group is very predominantly textile yarn and 
threado 
Average annual quantity imported 1950-72 (17) - 158539 cwt 
Price coefficient (~P7) = -27806 
Price elasticity of import demand (E7) = -00436 
The No Zo average frice of imported 
goods t 7P7) = $248034 
(8) Group S Results (Section 6 Divisions 6~-69). 
See Table IV.So 
The SITe includes non-metalic mineral manufactures p 
iron and steel 9 non-ferrous metals and manufactures of 
metals 0 
Average annual quantity imported 1950-72 (IS) = S301S23 
Price coefficient (~PS) = 534317 
Price elasticity import demand (ES) = 10393 
The N.Z a average price of imported goods 
(tspS) = $21 0654 
cwt 
Table IVo 7 Results of the Analysis for Group 7 
Units Change in Tariffs 
Tariff Change Tariff Change 25% Cut in the Movement to 
Between Between Average Free 
1950-72 1966=72 Tariff Rate Trade 
The change in 
1095(3) =2 o339( 4) =30852(5) =15 .,408( 6) Tariff (1) (~t7) % 
Change in price 
(2) (AP
7
) $ 40207 =50046 -8031 =330241 
Change in quantity 
(.6T7 ) after AP7 cwt -117201 140508 2315017 926009 
Trade creation 
due to .6.t7 $ 2465.,5 3546 09 961905 15392105 
World Price ~Pw7) $ 215074 215074 215074 215" 7 4 
Austral ian Price 
(PA7) after 6.t7 $ 252089 2430637 2400373 215044 
Trade Divers ion $ 588972308 44227b204 3905291.,1 ~7) 
Net welfare 
effe ct of At'7 $ -588725803 -441921505 -389567406 153921.,5 
Notes (1) - (6) See Table IV"L 
(7) Negative trqde diversion" 
Table IV 0 8 Results of the Analysis Group 8 
Units Change in Tariffs 
Tariff Change Tariff Change 25% Cut in the Movement to 
Between Between Average Free 
1950="72 1966-72 Tariff Rate Trade 
The change in 
Tariff {1) (At8 ) % 2,,763(3) 20608(4) -30665(5) -140658(6) 
Chante in price 
(2) m8 ) $ 00522 00493 -00693 -2077 
Change in quantity 
(~I8) after l1P8 ) cwt 278913 26341803 37028107 -1480058 
Trade creation due 
. to b.t8 $ -7279604 -6493206 -12830206 -2049880 
World Price (Pw8~ % 1809 18.9 1809 18 09 
Australian Price 
(PA8) after bt8 $ 220176 220147 22 .. 347 , 180884 
Trade Diversion $ 2719b772 2b95b019 28b1 b383 ( 7~ 
Net welfare effect 
-27269568( 8) -27020951 (8) -28744685(8) -2049880( 8) of .b.t8 $ 
Notes: (1) - (6) See Table IVoL 
( 7) Negative trade diversiono 
( 8) See introductory notes on trade creation and trade diversion estimates 
with a positively slop.ed excess demand function (page 57) and Appendix 
to Chapter III -C Case 3) 0 
......:J 
o 
o 
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(9) Group 9 Results (Section 7 p import. quantity measured 
in number of items). 
See Table IV.9. 
This group includes machinery (not included in 
Group 10) and transport equipment. 
Average annual quantity imported 1950-72 (19) == 2997337 
Price coefficient (~P9) == -34535.3 
Price elasticity import demand (Eg) == -1 .183 
The No Z 0 average price of imported goods 
(t9P 9) == $1020703 
(10) Group 10 Results (Section 7, import quantity 
measured in cwt) 0 
See Table IV.10. 
This is a small group including metalworking 
machinery, textile machinery and specialised industrial 
rna chinery • 
Average annual quantity imported 1950-72 (I 10 ) == 24730305 cwt 
Price coefficient (~1 0) 
Price elasticity import demand (E 10) 
The NoZ. avera~? price of imported 
goods \"C 10P10 ) 
== 165608 
== 00887 
== $132.419 
Table IV" 9 Result s of the Analysis for Group 9 
Units 
The change in 
Tariff (1) (At
9
) % 
Chan~e in Price 
(2) ll'iP 9) $ 
Change in quantity 
(dI
9
) after ilP9 Noo 
Trade creation due 
to l::.. tq $ 
Australian Price 
(p A9) after II t9 $ 
Trade Diversion $ 
Net welfare effect 
of Ll t9 $ 
Tariff Chauge 
Between 
1950=72 
=264126 
101001707 
1030703 
44576395 
-43566378 
. Notes (1) - (6) See Table IV 0 1 0 
(7) Negative trade diversion o 
Change in ~ariffs 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1900""72 
000835 
880831 
1020787 
41830835 
-41830715 
25% Cut in the 
Average 
Tarif'f Rate 
13175202 
25131703 
880831 
980888 
30144218 
-29892901 
Movement to 
Free 
Trade 
52697401 
402054902 
870444 
402054902 
Table IVo 10 Result s of the Analysis for Group 10 
The change in 
Tariff (1) (~t10) 
Change in Price 
(2) (APi0 ) 
Change in quantity 
(nI10) afterAP10 
Trade creation due 
to Llt10 
World Price Pw10 
Australian Price 
(PA10 ) after~t10 
Trade Diversion 
Net welfare effect 
of ~t10 
Units 
Tariff Change 
Between 
l' 950=72 
$ 90696 
cwt 1606403 
$ 1120733 
$ 727665801 
$ -7354538(7) 
= (6) See Table IVaio 
Change in ~arifIs 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1966-72 
00106 
1120733 
490501706 
-4905018(7) 
25% Cut in The 
Average 
Tariff Rate 
=40842 
-1942108 
1270619 
3681 359~9 ,} 
Movement to 
Free 
Trade 
89771 02 
Notes (1) 
( 7) See introductory notes on trade creation and trade diversion estimates 
with a positively sloped excess demand function (page 57) and 
Appendix to Chapter III (Case 3)0 
20 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
This section will provide a brief interpretation by 
commodity group studied of the results outlined in Tables 
IV 01 to IV 010 in Section L of this Chapter Q 
(1) Group 1 (Section 26 Division 26)0 
The statistical non~significance of the price estimates 
for this group is very likely to be responsible for the 
positive price coefficient but the possibility of a 
perverse demand curve must not be forgotteno It is most 
likely however 0 that other factors outweigh the importance 
of price as a determinant of demand for Group 1 products 0 
Gross domestic demand was found to be a strong influencing 
740 
factor on" imports of this group 0 This is made more plausible 
considering that this group is largely made up of goods going 
into the manufacture of clothing for domestic consumption 
(ioeo woo19 cotton and synthetic fibres in the raw state) 0 
(a) Trade Creationo The estimates for trade creation 
are so small that the trade creation potential for this group 
can be assumed to be zero (see also Table Vo2)o This result 
could be expected 9 considering New Zealand would be the 
cheapest producer of those types of wool that it produces 
and that it is not a producer of cotton and synthetic fibreso 
Furthermore the low level of tariffs existing for this group 
further reduces the likelihood of large trad~ creation gainso 
(b) Trade Diversiono 
appears to be non=existent 0 
~he absence of tariffso 
The potential for trade diversion 
This seems likely considering 
(2) Group 2 (Section 2 Divisions 27~29) 0 
The price estimates are not statistically significant 
thus poor estimates are likely to have caused the positive 
price coefficiento 
This group is largely made up of raw material inputs 
for the fertiliser industryo The demand for fertilisers 
(and therefore for the inputs) is likely to be largely a 
function of primary product prices and the level of govern= 
ment fertiliser subsidy rather than the production price 
of fertilisero It is through this relationship that the 
very strong positive correlation between gross domestic 
expenditure and import demand for these commodities may 
be explained 0 
(a) Trade Creationo Because of the positive 
price coefficient the trade creation estimate represents a 
welfare lasso The results only provide very small estimates 
for trade creationo It would appear that no significant 
changes in consumers or producers welfare is likely follow~ 
ing a tariff changeo This would be expected considering 
that this group is made up predominantly of commodities (in 
particular calcium phosphate 9 gypsum and sulphur) that are 
not available in New Zealand 0 
The lack of potential for welfare changes is also due 
to the low level of tariffs existing for most of this groupo 
Even small tariff estimates for this group are likely to 
represent overestimates 0 1 
1 Particularly with this group (but to a small degree applic-
able to all groups) tariff rates must be viewed with some 
cautiono Considering that they are not weighted on import 
value and that much of this group has always .been tariff 
free 9 the rate is influenced by tariff changes on a small 
number of tariff items of possibly little trading import-
anceo 
(b) Trade Diversiono Considering the over~estimation 
of trade diversion with a positively sloped excess demand 
function1 and also a likely over-estimate of the tariff 
for this group coupled with the relatively insignificant 
estimate for trade diversion v then it can be assumed trade 
diversion is unlikely to occur with this groupo This lack 
of trade diversion potential is to be expected considering 
Australia is already a major supplier of these products to 
New Zealando 
(3) Group 3 (Section 3) 0 
The price estimates are statistically highly significant 
and the price coefficient has a negative valueo 
This group seems to have received a general reduction 
, 
in tariffs v being partly caused by a restructuring in 
tariffs for this group and in part due to some preferences 
under NtFTAv the former being of greater magnitude o However 
these preferences v combined with a major growth in Australian 
output of these products v have both attributed to a major 
shift to Australia as a source of imports (see Table IVo11)0 
Table IVo 11 Percentage of Refined Petroleum 
Products Imported from Australiao 
% NoZo Imports from 
Australia 
1955 
12 
1960 
38 
1 See Appendix to Chapter III (Case 3)0 
1965 
28 
1970 
31 
1974 
56 
770 
(a) Trade Creat iono The trade creation gains would 
appear to be significant (though not relatively large) 0 
The estimates for trade creation may well indicate the 
costs of expanding an inefficient petrochemical industry 
in New Zealand p if the current tariff levels were required 
for it to be competitiveo 
In the absence of a domestic petrochemical industry 
tariff reductions may conflict with attempts to encourage 
energy conservationo 
(b) Trade Diversiono With the apparent absence 
of trade diversion potential it can be assumed that 
Australia has become price competit ive in the international 
refined petroleum product marketo 
( c) Free Trade 0 There appears to exist worthwhile 
trade creation potential from tariff changes with no risk 
of trade diversion o If New Zealand was to accept NAFTA 
in the true spirit of a free trade agreement then it would 
not be tempted to establish an inefficient tariff protected 
petroleum refining industry of its own 0 
(4) Group 4 (Section 5) 0 
This group shows a very similar set of symptoms as 
shown by Group 3 (petroleum products) 0 The price esti-
mates are statistically significant with a negative price 
coefficient 0 
I ! 
I', 
There has been a reduction in tariffs between t950 and 
1972 of 404 percent (with 20 8 percent of this occurring since 
An examination of the relative market shares of the 
maj or commedi ty groups within Group 4 would indicate that if 
any of this reduction in tariffs is due to NAFTA it has been 
concentrated in the medicinal preparations group (see 
Table IV 0 1 2) 0 The exist enee of preferences under NAFTA 
are indicated by the appearance of a preference in the 
1972 tariff rate on Australian items over the 1972 British 
Preferential rate (see Table Vo7)o This preference could 
well have contributed to Australia~s replacement of the 
United Kingdom as New Zealand's number one source of 
medicinal preparationso Australia also became the number 
two source of chemicals (UoSoAo being number one) in 19749 
the United Kingdom shifting- from first place (in 1965) to 
third place as a source of chemicals 0 
Table IVo 12 New Zealand Imports from Australia 
of Group 4 Commoditieso 
Chemicals (except Alumina 
and Medicinal prepara-
tions) 
Medicinal preparations 
Plastics and Resins 
% N oZ 0 Imports from Australia 
1965 1975 
39 
29 
18 
19 
33 
15 
Source: Burtt, D.Jo (4) page 710 
The increased Austral ian importance as a source of 
Group 4 commodities is largely accounted for by the growth 
in the Australian chemical industrY9 though no doubt the 
proximity and the preferential access (under the British 
Preferential Tariff and NAFTA) to the New Zealand market 
acted as a stimulus 0 
( a) Trade Creation 0 The results indicate worthwhile 
trade creation on a movement to free trade. This seems 
agreeable with the apparent competitiveness in the 
Australian industr.yg as it also exports significantly to the 
UoSoAQ, Japan and the United Kingdom .. 
(b) Trade Diversiono The results indicate a small 
amount of trade diversion potential on a move to free 
trade (outweighed by trade creation) 0 It is likely that 
trade diversion will occur (particularly in this group) 
with the phasing out of the British Preferential Tariffo 
(5) Group 5 (Divisions 61-64)0 
The price coefficient was negative but the price 
estimates were statistically non-significanto There would 
appear to be a slight decrease in the tariff rate in the 
1966-1972 period.. Contained within this group is paper 
and paper board manufactures, an area of considerable 
importance under NA]'TA for New Zealand's exports, though of 
little apparent Significance to Australian exporters to New 
Zealand 0 The preferences under NAFTA are indicated by the 
tariff rate preference on Australian items over the British 
Preferential Rate for 1972 (see Table Vo 7) 0 Austrailia' i. 
receives tariff preferences for many of the items contained 
in the four groups in Table IVo13p some are directly due to 
NAFTA but most are the result of earlier trade negotiationso 
(a) Trade Creation.. The freeing of the tariffs in 
this group would appear to result in significant trade 
creationo Considering the high tariff protection received 
by local manufacturers of these commodit ies and the apparent 
price competitiveness of the Australian commodities then 
this result seems in order .. 
(b) Trade Diversion .. The results indicate the 
absence of trade diversion under free trade.. This indicates 
800 
that Australia is already the cheapest suppliero The quite 
high trade diversion values in the non-free trade situations 
are caused by the remaining tariffs (on the Australian price) ~ 
their magnitude giving an indication of the revenue gener-
ated by the tariffo 
Table IVo13 New Zealand Imports of Group 5 
f' C01llJnOdities 0 
* i $000 CIF 
~,\. 
Imports from Total Imports 
Austral ;!ta 
; 
SITC 1965-66 1973-74 'loA 1965-66 1973-74 
61 Leather & 
Leather -Manuf 35303 57209 62 3211 241305 
62 Rubber 
Manuf 118505 298809 152 1085107 25584 
-
63 Wood & 
Cork Manuf 55001 249207 353 417604 11611 
64 Paper and 
Paperboard 
Manu! -323902 547701 69 22553 32031 08 
Source: Country Analysis of External Trade p NoZ., 
Department of Statistics 0 
(6) Group 6 (Section 6 Division 65, imports by quantity 
in square yards) 0 
%~ 
-25 
136 
178 
42 
The price estimatEls 'are not statistically significant p 
this possibly accounts for the positive price coefficiento 
It is interesting to note the high degree of statistical 
significance of the estimates for gross domestic expenditureo 
In general tariff preferences on Australian imports 
derived from NAFTA are small p though Australia has always 
received significant tariff preferences under the British 
810 
Preferential Tariffo By 1974 Japan had become New Zealandis 
number one supplier of textile fabrics p followed by Aust-
ralia and Hong Kongo The percentage of New Zealand 
textile fabric imports from Australia rose from 7 percent 
in 1965 to 10 percent in 1974 p hardly a significant change 0 
The percentage of Austral ian exports of textil e fabrics 
going to New Zealand decreased from 71 percent to 59 percent 
between 1965 and 19740 In general it would appear that 
Japan is more price competitive than Australiao 
(a) Trade Creationo The estimate for trade creation 
represents a small welfare loss with a movement to free 
trade because Case 3 (page 55) applieso 
In general the direct welfare effects on producers and 
consumers of such a move appears to be insignificanto 
(b) Trade Diversion o The results indicate an 
absence of trade diversion potential on a move to free 
trade 0 The high values for trade diversion in the non-free 
trade situation demonstrates the tariff revenue effect of 
the tariff protectiono It does seem logical that with the 
abolition of the British Preferential Tariff trade diversion 
from United Kingdom sources to Australia may occuro For 
a group of products such as this facing such tough inter-
national competition v it would also seem likely that 
expanded preferences to Australia may provide trade 
diversion from Japanese sourceso 
(7) Group 7 (Section 6 Division 65 9 imports by quantity 
in Cwt) 0 
The price estimates are statistioally rather non= 
significant v this was likely to be accounted for by the 
small quantity of imports in Group 70 1 
NAFTA provides no significant tariff preferences that 
were not already applicable under the British Preferential 
Tariffo This is likely to be a major cause of the lack of 
growth of such imports from Australia shown in Table 110140 
Table IVo14 New Zealand Imports of Textile 
Yam and Thread 
*' $000 elF 
Imports from Australia Total Imports 
1965-66 1973-74 %A 1965 .... 66 1973-74 
364804 617904 41 2339205 35741 04 
Source ~ Countr;y Anal~sis of External Trade ~ 
Statistics Departmento 
roll 
50 
* Deflated using Import Price Index 0 Base Year 19740 
(a) Trade Creation 0 The quite high value for trade 
creation on a movement to free trade is caused by the 
high level of protection enjoyed by domestic industry 0 
New Zealand imports very little of these commodities and 
itself is a major producero This represents the cost to 
the New Zealand consumer of such high protection v the 
necessity of its continued existence may well be in doubt 
It includes imports of textile yarn and thread but with 
a very minor number of other commoditieso 
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consideringlNew Zealand is recent export sales of such 
products (and thus its apparent international 
competitiveness) 0 
(b) Trade Divers ion" The potential for trade 
diversion following the complete removal of tariffs 
appears to be nil" However with the United Kingdom 
being a major supplier in the past and the high level 
of preferences under the British Preferential Tariff g 
it is likely that trade diversion from sources such as 
Japan to the United Kingdom and Australia has existed 
for some time prior to NAFTAo 
(8) Group 8 (Section 6 Divisions 66-69)0 
The price estimates were found to be statistically 
significant only at the 95 percent level but with a 
positive price coefficient" 
As a whole this group has been subject to increased 
protection (particularly commodities of iron and steel 
and manufactures thereof)o The only commodities within 
this group for which Australia has received tariff prefer-
ences over all other suppliers (of any significance) is 
for aluminium and aluminium alloys" In 1974 Australia 
supplied 56 percent (14 percent in 1965) of New Zealandvs 
imports of aluminium productso This is also due to 
expanded local domestic production and reduced imports 
(Table IV 015) ., 
Imports of iron and steel and related manufactures 
from Australia decreased in real terms over most of the 
1965-1973 period" Australia received no significant 
tariff preferences over the British Preferential Rate 9 
though this contained a considerable tariff preff3renoe 
to Cor,nmonweal tho s1JLppliers (see Table Vo 7) 0 
Table IVo 15 New Zealand Imports of Alumini'um 
and Alumi.nium Alloys 
~, 
$000 ' elF 
------~--------------------"-------
Imports from Australia 
1965-66 1973-74 
'f Qtal Import s 
1965-66 1973=74 
=-~-------,--------~--=---------~---------------------
574701 1235206 10338 
Source: N oZ 0 Coun-cry Analysis of External Trade _~_~___ :::J! .. ,-. ____ ~r.-... _ v 
Statistics Department 0 
if- Deflated using Import Price Indexo Base Year 19740 
Table IV 0 ') 6 Nel.y Zealand Imports of Iron and 
Steel and Related r,lanufactures 
* $000 
Imports from Australia 
'~ 965=66 Market 
Share 
1°77 <:'14 ;; .)=/ lYlarket 
Share 
Total Imports 
1965=66 
------------~--~------~----------------------
60029 40% 55923 150491 1'78562 
Source~ See previous Tableo 
* Deflated 1 see previous Tableo 
(a) Trade Oreationo The trade creation estimate of 
a move to free trade is reasonably large and represents a 
welfare loss because of the positive price coefficient in 
the import function 0 The loss may be difficult to 
understand at first glance though it arises from the 
Case 3 (page 55) interpretation which was chosen to 
meet this perverse situationo 
(b) Trade Diversion~ The results indicate no trade 
diversion potential in switching to Australia from present 
suppliers (under free trade conditions), thus it is 
assumed that Australia is already a competitive supplier 
of importso 
This does not rule out the possibility of trade 
diversion resulting from the British Preferential Tariff 
favouring Australia over such suppliers as Japan and the 
(9) Group 9 (Section 70 import quantity by number of 
items) 0 
The price estimates were statistically highly sjgnifi-
cant with a negative price coefficiento 
This is a group for which Australia does receive a 
selection of useful preferences under NAFTA that are not 
available to other supplierso 
The combination of the British Preferential Tariff 
rates~ the tariff preferences granted under NAFTA and the 
~ 
growth of Australian heavy industry 9 has encouraged and 
enabled New Zealand to drastically expand its imports of 
machinery and transport equipment from Australia (see Table 
Though by 1974 Australia remained (as in 1965) 
New Zealand ~ s mmber three source of imports of commodities 
for this groupo the mam sources being -the UoS 9 Ao and the 
United Kingdomo 
Table IVo17 New Zealand Imports of Machinery and 
Transport E~uipment 
* $000 CIF 
Imports from Australia Total Imports 
SITC 1965~66 1973=74 % Inco 1965=66 1973=74 % Inc 
71 Machinery 
( except 
electric) 23771 372'19 56 265722 326658 19 
72 Electric 
Machinery 11643 21799 47 114594 133889 14 
73 Transport 
E~uipmellt 39429 95175 59 232226 327344 29 
Source~ ,NoZo Country Analysis of External Trade g 
Statistics Department. 
* Deflated using Import Price Index 0 Base Year 19740 
0,"",,1)·-1 
Table IVo18 Group 9 Imports from Australia as a 
Percentage of Total Imports of Such Commodities 
SITC 
71 Machinery except 
electric 
72 Electric machinery 
73 Transport equipment 
1965-66 
9 
10 
17 
1 1 
16 
29 
New Zealand is AustraliaVs main export market for this 
group of commodities 0 From Australia's point of view the 
New Zealand market has been an ideal starting point for its 
growing exports of' heavy industrial finished goodso The 
tariff preferences (under the security of NAFTA) combined 
with the proximity of the market have given the Australians 
an initial advantageo 
(a) Trade Creationo New Zealandis heavy industry is 
never likely to have the available resources to match 
overseas production efficiency of most machinery and 
transport equipmento Thus with Australia developing a 
fully integrated and increasingly efficient industry there 
would appear to be ample potential for trade creation 9 this 
is reinforced by the trade creation estimates for major 
tariff changes shown in Table IVo9o 
A movement tm free trade for this group would 
provide New Zealand with a powerful bargaining tool for 
reciprocal rights of entry into Australia for its own 
lighter manufactured goodso 
(b) Trade Diversiono The results indicate the 
absence of trade diversion following a complete freeing 
of tradeo However built into these results is possible 
trade diversion resulting from the British Preferential 
Tariff~ favouring Australia over such competitors as the 
UoSoAo and Japano Further freeing of trade would increase 
this advantage and provide further trade diversion potentialo 
(10) Group 10 (Section 7 p import quantity measured in Cwt) 0 
This small group provided statistically highly signi-
ficant price estimatea"with a positive price coefficiento 
The specialised nature of this group and its relative 
smallness may well have brought about the situation causing 
a positive price coefficiento 
(a) Trade Creationo For a small group the trade 
creation estimate is quite large though because of the 
posi tive price coefficient the estimate theoret,:cally 
represents a welfare loss to producers o This result is 
likely to be the product of distortions introduced because 
of the very specialised nature of the products and the very 
limited amount of domestic productiono The lack of competi= 
tion between domestio producers and imported supplies and 
the quite high tariff protection received on the limited 
domestic production make it difficult to draw an acceptable 
conclusion from the welfare change indicated by the trade 
! 
creation estimate 0 
(b) Trade Diversiono Trade ,diversion is indicated in 
a small but significant amount on a move to free tradeo The 
method of deriving trade diversion where a positive excess 
demand curve exists is likely to produce a small over-
estimate 0 
Australia has enjoyed quite considerable tariff prefer-
ences over West Germany (New Zealand's main supplier of 
these products) but has only been able to maintain a very 
average growth in its New Zealand import market share (see 
Table IVo19)o Thus there would appear a potential for 
trade diversion through Australia's l~ck of competitiveness 
in this product areao 
Table IVo19 New Zealand Imports of Metalworking 
Machines and Textil e Machinery 0 
$000 
From Australia 
--~-----=-==------- % 
Total ~mports 
% 
1965=66 1973=74 Change 1965=66 1973=74 Change 
2134 2513 18 28092 33717 20 
Source: See Table IVo 17 0 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
10 THE WELFARE EFFECTS OF THE LIBERALISATION OF 
TRANS-TASMAN TRADE 
(1) Trade Creationo 
The results derived in this study (Table Vo 1) would 
indicate that the welfare changes described by the trade 
creation estimates have been very small as the result of 
any tariff induced price changes due to NAFTAo This is in 
keeping with the apparently small number of tariff prefer-
ences actually granted under NAFTA (see Tables V 9 6 and Vo7)0 
Table Vo1 Trade Creation Estimateso 
Trade Creation ($) Due to 
Tariff Change Tariff Change 25% Cut in Movement 
Between Between the Aver- to 
1950=72 1966-72 age Tariff Free 
rate Trade 
Group 1 * ~10605 -501 -208 -4404 
* 
2* =1240903 -21900** -82701 -1316102 
3 50846803 143390,,8 31778 0 6 51256700 
4 5482703 2248006 1676706 26878505 
5 1340507** 367205 2345803 37546707 
6* =3158 06** =450309 =1219006 -19332905 
7 246505** 354609 961905 15392105 
8* -7279604** ~6493206** -12830206 -204988000 
9 101001707** 120,,4** 25131703 402054902 
10* =7787909** -903** -19421 08 -31065207 
Estimates described as trade creation for these groups 
represent welfare losses 9 ioeo the consumer gain of such 
a tariff move is out=wei~hed by a producer losso See 
Appendix to Chapter III tCase 3) page 550 
**These are the result of the reversal of an increase in tariff 
over the indicated period (see.,page 58 relating to a 
positive tariff change) 0 
--, 
A description of the commodity coverage within groups 
in T able V 01 is as follows ~ , 
Group 1 Textile fibres v not manufacturedo 
Group 2 Cnlde fertilisersp crude materials and metalli~ 
ferous ores o 
Group 3 
Group 4 
Group 5 
Group 6 
Mineral fuels v lubricants and related materials 0 
Chemicals 0 
Manufactures of leather~ rubber p wood p corkvpaper 
and paper boardo 
Textile fabrics v made up articles and floor 
coverings 0 
Group 7 Textile yarn and threado 
Group 8 Non-metalic v metalic p iron and stee1 9 nonferrous 
metal manufactureso 
Group 9 Machinery and transport equipmento 
Group 10 Metalworking v textile and specialised industrial 
machinery 0 
Table Vo2 compares the positive and negative trade 
creation effects of NAFTA with those of a proposed movement 
to free tradeo It would appear from this comparison that 
900 
a movement close to complete free trade is needed before 
clearly measurable welfare changes of this nature will ocouro 
The trade creation gains appear to be most significant in 
Groups 5 (leather p rubber v wood 9 cork, paper and paper board 
manufactures) and 9 (machinery and transport equipment) 0 
Group 8 (iron and steel and manufactures of metals and non= 
metals) shows possible evidence of Significant welfare losses 
by producers on a move to free tradeo These three groups 
represent the areas of major importance in New Zealandos 
import trade from Aus tral ia and al so the groups facing the 
Table Vo2 Trade Creation as a Percentage of 
Tot al T rede 1 :in the Commodity Group 0 
Group** 1 * 
2* 
3 
4 
5 
6* 
7 
8* 
9 
10* 
Tariff Change 
Between 
1966=72 
0,,00005 
000005 
0" 101 
0,,0304 
0,,0089 
0,,0035 
00009 
00036 
0000004 
0000002 
Movement ,to 
Free 
Trade 
0000044 
000305 
00362 
0,,364 
0,,907 
00149 
00391 
1 0114 
10306 
0,,949 
* Estimates described as trade creation for these groups 
represented a welfare loss" 
\ 
** See Table Vo 1 for a descript ion of the commodity 
groups 0 
highest tariff barriers" It is interesting to note that 
though New Zealand is a major exporter of wood pulp and 
newsprint it would appear that trade creation gains may 
well result from the further importation of more 
specialised types of paper products" 
Burtt (4) derived estimates of the value of trade 
created and trade diverted2 due to NAFTA up to 1971 and 
1 Total trade was defined as the average quantity times 
the average price (for the 1950-72 period) for each 
commodity groupo 
2 Burttvs (4) (page 152) estimates indicate the quantity-
of trade affected by trade creation and trade diversion 
influences rather than the welfare effecto of such 
infl uences on trade" Thus only very gene ra,l compari-
eons betweeh Burttos estimates of trade created and 
trade diverted and the estimates of trade creation 
and trade diversion in this study are possible 0 
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an estimate for the combined effects up to 19750 The estimate 
for trade created in New Zealandus imports from Australia 
between 1966 and 1971 was relatively insignificant (less 
than 1 percent of total New Zealand imports from Australia) 0 
This is in agreement with the small welfare effects due to 
changes in New Zealandus producers ~d consumers surpluses 
(trade creation) in this studyo His relatively much 
higher estimates for trade diverted (t4an those for trade 
diversion in the next section) are open to criticism as 
their estimation does not focus directly on the relative 
prices of alternative import sources 0 Rather they are 
derived from a residual of trade not attributable to 
normal trade growth or trade creation v which may well 
include non=tariff effects on tradeo This neglect of such 
factors is likely to cause the estimate of trade diverted 
to be overstatedo In this study trade diversion estimates 
are calculated directly from the price1 difference between 
the Australian and non=Australian sourceso 
(2) Trade Diversiono 
On a move to free trade the potential for trade 
diversion appears to be small 0 This would indicate that 
Australia is sufficiently price competitive to be able to 
compete successfully internationally with its industrial 
goodso Thus the complete freeing Of tranS-Tasman trade is 
unlikely to involve major trade diversion costs (see 
Table. Vo3)o 
1 Due to the method of deriving the Australian price in 
this study they may be understated (see page 58)0 
Table Vo3 Trade Diversion Estimateso 
Group. 
Noo 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Description of Commodity 
Groups (1) 
Trade Diversion 
With a Movement 
to Free Trade 
Textile fibres, not manufactured 
Crude fertilisers v crude 
materials p metal ores 
Mineral fuels and related 
materials 
Chemicals 
ManufactureS leatherv rubberp 
wood 9 cork~ paper and 
paper board 
Textile fabrics 9 made up articles, 
floor coverings 
Textile yarn and thread 
Manufactures of metals 9 iron 
and steel 
Machinery and transport equipment 
Metalworking v textile and 
specialised industrial machiner.y 
( 2) ($) 
61609 0 6 
* 
24603Q9 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
8977102 
* Negative trade diversion (see page 57) 
(1) For a detailed description see page 420 
( 2) The reasons for not highlighting other trade 
diversion estimates are embodied in the exvlanation 
of the derivation of the Australian price (following 
a tariff change) 0 See page 580 
However excluded from these results is the long term 
trade diversion effects of the British Preferential Tariffo 
Considering the degree of this tariff preference (see 
Table Vo7) these effects may be quite largeo 
Of the prices in Table Vo4 (for which a valid compar= 
ison can be drawn) only the Australian price for Group 3 
items is significantly larger than the world priceo This 
can be accounted for by the very high proportj,on of refined 
petroleum products imported from Australia whereas crude 
930 
petroleum products make up the bulk of the total 
. rt 1 ~mpo So 
Table Vo4 A Comparison of Import Prices for 
the Year Ending June 19720 
(,Average $ price/unit) 
Group 
Noo 
Description of 
Commodity Groups 
Unit Imports Imports 
from from 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Australia World 
Fibres for textile manu~ 
facture Cwt 138 066* 390959 
Crude materials 9 fertilisers 
and metal ores Cwt 10523 10971 
Mineral fuels and related 
materials Cwt 2059 1 088 
Chemicals Cwt 80839 80664 
Manufactures leather~ rubber, 
wood and pape r pulp Cwt 37077 37064 
Textile fabrics y made up 
articles and floor coverings Sq yd 00675 00704 
Textile yarn and thread Cwt 274023* 1920798 
Manufactures of metals p iron 
and steel Cwt 190749 22 .. 7 42 
Machinery and transport 
equipment Items 71 0699 1100463 
Metal work ing 9 textile and 
special industrial machinery Cwt 1740393* 2330029 
Source: All import quantities and values to calculate 
prices were taken from Country Analysis of 
External Trade. NoZo D~partment Statistics .. 
* Because of the relatively small number of commod= 
ities in these groups a valid comparison of the 
average prices can not be madeo 
The lack of trade diversion potential indicated by the 
prices is consistent with the lack of trade diversion in= 
dicated by the estimates in Table Vo30 Furthermore v it is 
likely that any potential for trade diversion has already 
been occurring as a result of the British Preferential 
1 Thus the Group 3 price difference is a product of the 
price estimation techniqueo 
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Tariff and will continue to do so with these preferences 
being passed onto the Australian tariff rate in the New 
Zealand Tariff Scheduleo 
(3) Net Welfare Gains" 
In general the net welfare effects of tariff reductions 
on imports are only significant on a move to free trade with 
Austral ia p and even then they are by no mea:n.s large 0 How-
ever 'the important factor is whether a movement to or 
towards free trade is likely to involve welfare casts to 
the economy as a wholeo After all as long as the benefits 
to one sector outweigh costs to another!) compensatory 
transfers to the losing sectors will still leave some 
sectors with a net welfare gain 0 
Of those groups haYing a negative net welfare effect 
(see Table Vo 5) all but for Group 29 this is predominantly 
caused by a welfare loss incurred by producers 0 Of 
Groups 192 and 6 (which all had a positive price coeffic= 
ient) the lack of statistical Significance of the price 
estimates would suggest doubt could be cast on the validity 
of the sign of the coefficient 0 These result s indicate 
that the magnitude of welfare ohanges involved are likely 
to be small whether they be positive ar negativeo 
Generally 'the positive net welfare effects outweigh 
the negative vrelfare effects (by about $298249214 in total) 
on a move to free tradeo It is however not valid to draw 
tha b ' t' I' 1 f th t' ~ more n a su Jec ~ve ana ys~s· rom e agg~8ga,~on o
1 The res'Ul ts for each group represent a separate 
analysisp 'Using a separat~ly derived import function 0 
o 
group results Q Furthermore the significant positive gains 
occur in petrochemicals 9 chemicals p machinery and transport 
equipment p all areas of major (current and potential) 
trading importance o~ 
Table V ~5 Net Welfare Effectso 
Group 
Noo 
Commodity Group Description Net Welfare 
Effect of a 
Movement to 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Textile fibres p not manufactured 
Crude fertilisers v crude materials v 
metal ores 
Mineral fuels and related materials 
Chemicals 
Manufactures leather p rubberv wood p 
cork, paper and paper board 
Textile fabrics9 made up articles v 
floor coverings 
Textile yarn and thread 
Manufactures of metals 9 iro:q. BrJ.d 
steel 
Machinery and transport equipment 
Metalworking p textile and specialised 
industrial machipery 
. Free Tt@e*($) 
=4404 
-7477008 
51256700 
480157,,5 
375467" 7 
=19332905 
153921,,5 
-204988000 
402054902 
-40042309 
*" The net welfare of this situation only has been high= 
lighted because of the distorting faotor of the 
trade diversion estimates in the non-free trade 
situationo In the other cases the sign of the net 
welfare effect would be unchanged and the magnitude 
closely related to the trade creation values 
(see Table V (1) 0 
In conclusion v the net welfare effects of a complete 
movement to free trade would appear to be small but at 
least predominantly positiveo Furthermore much of the 
trade diversion potential included in these results has 
already been exploited under the past British Preferential 
Tariff preferenceso 
20 NAFTA AND THE BRITISH PREFERENTIAL TARIFF (EPT) 
The actual reduction of tariffs on Australian imports 
into New Zealand has been far from spectacular ruld has 
shown little evidence of a genuine effort to achieve a 
free trade area o 
Burtt (4) showed quite clearly that a large proportion 
of items admitted to Schedule A were already tariff free 
(prior to 1966) or were not involved in trans=Tasman trade 
(see Table V o 6)o 
Table Vo 6 *' The Effective Proportion of Schedule 
Australian Tariff 
New Zealand Tariff 
A Items 
1966 
5% 
10% 
1971 
11% 
18% 
-
* Tariff items that when added to Schedule A required duty 
rate reductions and were involved in trans=Tasman tradeo 
Source; Burtt p DoJ I) (4) page 106 0 
The ~parent lack of tariff preferences for Australian 
imports in the New Zealand tariff over the BPT indicates 
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the ineffectiveness of attempts at further tariff reductionso 
See Table Vo 7 fol;' a comparison of the Australian and BPT 
rateso It was not until 1974 that the last of the duty 
margins 1 (causing the tariff on Australian imports to be 
higher than for British imports for some items) was removedo 
In all p these duty margin reductions affected 509 items be= 
tween 1966 and 1974 (133 occurring in 1974)0 
-i 
, See comment on margin eliminations, page 240 
T·ab1.e Vo 7 New Zealand Tarif:f Rates A Comparison of Prefe:renc8$o . 
1~60(1J 196~{2J 1 ~72 ~ 3J 1~7:1;~3) 
Austo Aver- Aust 0 Au.st 0 Br<> Br" Aver~ Bro Aver~ Bro Austo 
SITC Prefo Pref. age Prefo Prefo age Prefo Pref" age Prefe Pref 0 
Classification Tariff Tar:if'f Tariff !Jar.iff Tarjff Tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ 
Section 2 Div 26 0 0 2025 0 0 006 0 0 00133 0 0 
Section 2 
Div 27=29 4069 4 0 69 5004 0087 0086 1047 0085 0057 109 0095 0061 
Section 3 9025 9025 13009 302 3 .. 2 9005 2062 2058 3077 2049 2003 
Section 5 6 0 88. 7013 lOo66 4057 4057 907 3.,51 3005 6 0 88 4029 3012 
Section 6 
Div 61=64 11043 13071 17,,31 15 0 69 14038 2203 14032 11 023 2004 1600 11066 
Section 6 Div 65 80 i 4 8062 14026 11 047 11 031 18 <> 16 9072 8068 15082 11 041 8096 
Section 6 
Div 66-69 6085 7097 14039 7032 6032 13084 9059 8" 19 16045 11 047 8 063 
Section 7 6082 7025 14021 10057 9085 21024 11027 9055 21034 13067 9053 
Source: The figures were calculated :from The Customs Tariff of New Zealand (Customs Depto); 
1956, 19629 19729 19740 The rates for 1960 and 1965 were calcUlated using the 1956 
and 1962 tariff schedules plus amendments" 
(1) The 1960 tariff rate represents an average of the rate for each tariff item (where 
tariff items are subdivided p the rates :for the subdivisions have been averaged to 
produce a single rate per item)" 
(2) The 1965 tariff rate represents an average of the items at the four digit level 
(subdivisions treated as above) of the SITC classificationo . 
(3) The 1972 and 1974 tariff rate represents a simple average of the four digit tariff 
it0ms of the Brussels Tariff nomenclature 0 
The Average Tariff was calcula'ted as described on page 460 
With the exception Of pulp and paper products (Section 6 
Division 64)9 some machinery items (Section 7) and a small 
number of iron and steel products (Section 6 Division 69) 
there has been no signific~t preferences over the BPT 
pr:ior to 19740 
The replacement of thS .EPT with the Commonwealth Prefer= 
enoe Countries (CPC) Taritfp which does not include the 
United Kingdom p Australia and Canada p is likely to place 
greater emphasis on NAFTA p as a binding force to mall~tain 
old BFT preferences passed onto Australian imports in the 
New Zealand Tariff Scheduleo 
Tariff preferences for Australia are now listed 
separately in the New Zealand Taritfp which include the old 
BPT preferences and preferences under NAFTAQ 
six main suppliers of imports (accounting for 73 percent of 
total imports) only Australia now receives significant 
preferences over the General Tariffo 
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NAFTA largely took on the function of a trade. agreement 
designed to bind previously negotiated tariff preferenceso 
Several of the preferences to Australia had been negotiated 
under the 1933 Trade Agreement and ~uite a few others in 
separate agreements before NAFTA came into operationo Although 
the function of ensuring that these tariff preferences are 
not lost is important p NAFTAqs main aim in the future (but 
its biggest failure in the past) must be to expand signifi= 
cantly on the preferences on its own merits and using its 
own machinery for dOing sOo 
In general New Zealand has been able to take greater 
immediate advantage of trade preferences because of 
Australiaos general lack of quantitative restrictions on 
imports 0 In particularp New Zealand has been able to 
take advantage of a high concentration of preferences and 
a significant Australian net import situation in newsprint p 
wood pulp and floor ooveringsQ 1 
Although Australia has been faced with import licencing 
in New Zealand v its more diverse in~u~try has enabled it 
to take advantage of a broader range of tariff preferenceso 
1 Under NAFTA New Zealand is allowed to export 201 million 
sq m of dutyfree woollen oarpet to Australiao Above 
this quantity it is subject to between a 5 peroent to a 
7" 5 percent preferential duty (though this duty is 
about to be changed the preferential margins will be 
maintained in relation to the General Tariff) 0 
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30 MAJOR RESTRHJrIONS TO NAFTAv S PROGRESS 
( 1) New Zealand Import Licencing 0 
Import licencing remains a major annoyance to Australian 
exporters exporting to New Zealand" New Zealand had agreed 
under Article 5 of NAFTA to remove remaining import 
licencing restrictions as soon as practicable v allowing for 
balance of payments conditions~ 
The maintenance of import licencing by New Zealand on 
Schedule A items has caused dissatisfaction to Australian 
industry 0 The result has been a degree of reluctance 1 in 
Australia to make additions to Schedule A unless New Zealand 
could provide some guarantees on market access" A further 
problem is that due to GATT directives import licences must 
be issued on a non~preferential basiso It is quite likely 
that a commodityis import demand may be so restricted by 
import licencing that any preferences gained by Australia 
become insignificant" 
With the percentage of goods imported under licence 
dropping from 78 percent in 1966 to 32 percent in 1976 (see 
Table V(8) it would appear that reasonable progress towards 
reducing import licencing is being madeo However these 
figures do not make allowance for commodities for which 
imports have been prohibited due to import licencing 
restrictions" 
As balance of payments problems persist 9 with domestic 
manufacturers calling for greater protection and Australia 
101 0 
1 This has been reflected in findings by tb.e Australian i 
Tariff Board on items referred to it for advice on their 
inclusion in Schedule Ao See Australian Senate Committee 
. (1) page 1 2" 
introducing selective quotas (in textiles and garments)~ 
then future reductions in New Zealand'~ import licencing 
seems in doubt9 at least in the absence of a major policy 
change such as the introduction of an exchange rate policy 
to control importso 
Table V o 8 
J'Qne 
Year 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
New Zealand Import Licencing" 
% New Zealand Imports (CDV) 
Imported under Licence 
7801* 
7408 
6308 
6901 
48 .. 4 
4302 
4402 
4005 
36 .. 8 
30 .. 1 
3502 
3203 
Source: Calculated from data in the Monthly Abstract 
of ..§..tatistics 9 NoZo Department of Statistics" 
* The previous yearis value of import licence allocations 
was divided by the total imports (CDV) for the year 
shown 0 
(2) Additions to Schedule Ao 
This is an area of considerable debate and criticism 
and would appear to contain the main weakness of NAFTAo 
Severe criticism has been levelled at the apparent 
slow growth in the number of items added to Schedule A (and 
thus the slowness to adopt a substantial proportion of 
trans-Tasman trade as tariff free) .. This slowdown in the 
growth of tAe Schedule A list i,s indicated in Table Vo9o 
Furthermore the relqctance to make concessions influencing 
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a major part of trans=Tasman trade is indicated in Table Vo10o 
Table Vo9 The Growth in the Number of Items 
Listed in Schedule Ao 
As at 
June 
1966 
1970 
1975 
Source ~ 
Noo Tariff Items 
in Schedule A 
1140 
1670 
2000 
Increase in 
Noo of Items 
530 
330 
Burtt 9 DoJ 0 (4) page 1200 
Total Noo 
Items in 
NZ Tariff 
4400 
4550 
ii. 4700 
The initial growth was due to the inel usion of tho se 
items previously traded free of tariffs or those requiring 
very little tariff reductiono However when it came to 
agreeing on more sUbstantial reductions the method of 
negotiation lacked any compulsion on members to give 
concessions g thus progress became slowo 
What is needed is a plan and a schedule for gradual 
reductions with minimal exceptionso Such a plan would 
allow either country to plan for foreseeable changes and 
encourage industry to be prepared for the changes!) and. 
where necessary offer compensationo A schedule of tariff 
reductions would include a form of compulsion to implement 
the plan 0 This may involve a set of long term and gradual 
across the board tariff reductions (with a restricted 
schedule of exemptions) 0 
(3) ArtiCle 3:70 
Burtt (4) has shown that the val~e of trad€ involved 
under Article 3~7 of NAFTA has been quite significant in 
relation to Schedule A~ though in relation to total trans-
Tasman trade Article 3g7 trade has been quite small (see 
Table V 0 11) 0 
Table Vo10 A comfarison of New Zealand Imports of 
Rate RedUCing(1 Items with other Imports(2) 0 
i 
Year Endi:d~ June 
1965(3) 1971 t3 ) 1975(4) 
Imports Rate Reducing 
Items ($mill) 
Schedule A Imports ($mill) 
Total. Imports From 
Australia ($mill) 
% of Rate Reducing Items 
in imports under 
Schedule A 
% of Rate Reducing Items 
in Total Imports from 
Australia 
12807 -
5 
2 
1507 
108 0 5 
14 
7 
3508 
29701 
50206 
12 
7 
(1) Those items p when added to Schedule Ap requiring a 
tariff reduction in the New Zealand Tariff (ioeo 
items not already free) 0 
Except Schedule Av imports being CDV figureso 
1965 and 1971 figures cover items in Schedule A 
by 19710 
1975 figures cover items in Schedule A by 19750 
Source~ 
Article 3~7 has several undesirable features which are 
contrary to progress towards a free trade area o F:Lrstly 9 it 
is a very selective method of granting trading preferenceso 
The arrangement occurs between two companies v one from each 
country thus discriminating against other firms within the 
same industry., Su.ch an arrangement is also difficult to 
negotiate as it requires finding firms on either si.de of the 
Tasman with complementary requ.irements., 
Table Va 11 Article 3~7 Trade 
$ million 
Total Two Way W Total Trans= 
Trade under Tasman Two Way 
Article 3 ~7 Trade 
Up to 1972 3306 17800101 
Year ending 
June 1973 2203 4550855 
Year ending 
June 1974 4808 
Year ending 
June 1975 3904 
Source~ Burtt, DoJ" (4) page 124 
also: Official New Zealand Yearbook 
~ 
of Total 
Two Way 
Trade 
109 
The initial function of Article 3~7 was as a stepping 
stone to Schedule Av but this has not occurred as the system 
1.acked any obligation for the further step to inclusion in 
Schedule A of items traded under Article 3~7 conditionso 
Trade under this Article has predominantly inwlved motor 
vehicles and whitewareo It has provided some rel ief ,to 
Australian exporters from New Zealandus tight import 
licencing controls on imports of motor vehicles and motor 
vehicle partso 
Because of the discriminatory and secret nature of 
preferences under this Article and the considerable time 
and negotiating effort required, Artic:l e 3 ~ 7 should be 
abolished 0 What is needed is a system of partial tariff 
reductions which would become an integral part of the mOV9= 
ment to free trade" Combined with this must be a continued 
effort by New Zealand to replace import licencing controls 
with import tariffs as a means of regulating importso 
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(4) Industry Panels o 
These panels were set up for purposes of consultation on 
marketing of certain primary produQts included in Schedule Ao 
Examples of these are the Pea and Bean Panel v the Lamb 
Industry Panel and the Joint Panel on Sawmilling Productsp 
all of which were set up following increases in exports of 
these products to Australia by New Zealando 
The stating of their purposes as to facilitate iorderly 
marketing! or to achieve 'harmonious development of the 
industry ° provided what sounded like euphuisms for non-tariff 
restrictions on trade o Via these panels Australian producers 
have obtained quantitative restrictions to protect local 
producersQ Though New Zealand producers have been represented 
on these panels, they have invariably quietly accepted the 
restrictions imposedo 
Perhaps the most controversial of these panels has been the 
Pea and Bean Industry Pane1 1 v 1i'lhich has been instrumental in 
setting up market arrangements of a monopolistic and market 
sharing nature 0 In August 1971 the Australian Trade Practices 
Tribunal ruled that a price arrangement agreed upon by 
producers2 in both countries and represented by this Panel waS 
against the best interests of the consumer and contrary to the 
spirit of NAFTAQ 
Industry panels have an important function in sorting out 
trade difficulties (particularly) with respect to agricultural 
products) 9' however these panels must not be allmved to become a 
breeding ground for a host of quantitative restrictionso 
1 See submissions contained in the Senate Standing ~mmittee on 
Industry and Trade (1)9 pages 15-18 9 331-382 and 437=4560 
; 2 ,J 0' Wattie Canneries was cited as one of 11 parties to an 
"orderly marketing agreemento" See Lloyd (10) ~ page 840 
4Q BILATERAL BALANCING OF TRANS-TASMAN TRADE 
In pressing for better treatment under NAFTA, New Zealand 
politicians have consistently grizzled (in fact since about 
19201) about the ~imbalance' of trans-Tasman trade in 
Australia 1 s favour. They have suggested that New Zealand 
should receive suff"icient tariff preferences for its exports 
to Australia to allow it to significantly reduce the 
imbalance 0 It lv-as even suggested in the 1977 budget speech 
by the New Zealand Prime Minister that a dollar for dollar 
quota could be imposed by New Zealand on trans-Tasman tradeo 
The implication that the trans-Tasman trade imbalance 
is an unfai~ state of aftairs does not hold up if we con-
sider New Zealandvs balance of trade with Russia~ for 
example~ of 39 to 1 in New Zealand's favour or similarly 
over 5 to 1 with the Philippines~ 
The basic cause of the imbalance is not an unfair 
distribution of tariff preferences o in fact considering the 
relative reductions2 under NAFTA in each countryVs tariff 
schedule p plus New Zealandvs import licencing policyo it 
would appear Australian exporters have had greater problems 
of aCGess to the New Zealand market than vice versao Rather 
the problem appears to be a basic lack of two way complemen-
tarity in the trans-Tasman economieso Australia with its 
abundant raw material resources and its integrated industryg 
has a wide range of raw material, manufactured and heavy 
industrial exports to offero New Zealand on the other 
hand relies on agricultural and forestry product9 with a 
1 See Chapter II Section 4, page 10 0 
2 See Burtt p DoJ 0 (4) page 97 for a comparison ot tariff 
reductions by each trans-Tasman partner of NAFTAo 
limited range of manufactured products for its export incomeo 
But Australia is also a major exporter of agrJ.cultural 
products 0 Thus in trade wi"lih Australia New Zeala:n,d must 
rely heavily on forest products and light manufactured 
products for its exportso Furthermore g of the major 
commodities entering trans-Tasman trade g only wood pulp is 
produced in larger quantities in New Zealand 0 
With further grow'th and development of Australian mining 
and industry and the United Kingdom having lost all its 
preferences under the British Preferential Tariff (except 
those on motor vehioles)9 then it is likely that the oppor~ 
tunities for Nevi Zealand imports from Australia will grow at 
a faster rate than such opportunities of Australian imports 
from New Zealando To take full advantage of the proximity 
and price competitiveness of the Australian industry 9 New 
Zealand must put aside ideas of bilaterally balancing its 
trans-Tasman trade" Attempts to achieve such balancing 
would involve considerable tariff protection of domestic 
petrochemical, chemical y iron and steel and heavy manufactur= 
ing industries and would involve forgoing indicated trade 
creation gainso 
If a complete free trade area betw,een Australia and lisw 
Zealand could not be negotiated then a major freeing of 
tariffs on Australian imports by New Zealand would give it 
bargaining power sufficient enough to achieve freedom of 
entry to the Australian market for its range of apparently 
quite competitive light manufactures" 
Even in free trade with Australia 9 New Zealand g in the 
writeru s viewy would be better at~empting to achieve greater 
multilateralism in its tradeo This would involve a con-
tinued emphasis on exports based on New Z~alandos traditional 
primary industries p rathe:v than ally major shift of resources 
into manutacturing whioh would be needed for any attempt at 
the bilaterally balancing ot trans-Tasman tradeo 
50S IDJJJYJARY 
The use of a partial equilibrium model (and its 'other 
things being equal I assumption) to establish the affect of 
changed tariffs on a countryVs welfare 9 leaves a host of 
interactions unaocounted for in a highly complex trading 
world o Nevertheless this study attempts to isolate the 
magnitude and type of influenoes on welfare oaused by 
tariff changes 9 which may then be viewed in the light of 
subjective assessment of the general equllibrium canse= 
quences .or of other research which brqadens the scope of 
the studyo 
The overall result of this thesis is that a gradual 
movement to free trade p which would involve 25 percent 
(about) tariff cuts with Australia 9 is unlikely to reduce 
welfareQ In general the welfare gains outwe:Lgh welfare 
losses 9 particularly in those commodity groups most 
important in New Zealand's imports from Australia (with 
the exception of the group containing iron and steel and 
metal manufactures} 0 
Finally 9 if these estimates are to be believed it 
would seem New Zealand has nothing to lose from granting 
an across the board tariff concession to Australia and 
may expect the benefits of reciprocal action by Australia 
towards New Zealand's exports o 
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APPENDIX 1 
TRADE CREATED AND TRADE DIVERTED DUE TO 
THE NEW ZEALAND - MALAYSIA TRADE AGREEMENT 1 
1 0 INTRO])UQTION 
The aim of this short study is to try and isola,te the 
gaj.ns from any trade stimulus (in terms of the quantity of 
trade created and trade diverted) resulting from the 1961 
New Zealand IvIalaysia Trade Agreement 0 2 
The Agreement was signed on 3rd February 1961 and came 
into force on the 8th June 1961 0 The basis of the agree-
ment was the granting of a preferential tariff rate (via 
Schedules A and C) and margins of preference (via SchedulesB 
and D) on a group of commodities,by each member p 
20 ~iliTHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The method used to estimate the quantity of trade created 
and trade diverted is one used by Burtt v DoJ 0 (4) in his recent 
study of the NAFTA agreementQ 
In brief, this method assumes that grow-bh in the value of 
trade of preferentially traded items3 between agreement members 
will be faster than in those commodities not recei~~ng any 
special treatment under the trade agreemento This exeess irt 
For the period of this study Malaysia was a,sfined as in= 
eluding West Ivralaya~ Sabah and Sarawako 8in,i:r;8.pore was 
at no stage includedo 
2 Hereafter refe:rTed to as the 1961 Trade Agreement o For 
details of the Agreement see New Zealand Treaty 8eries19619 
No 0 6 0 Department of External Affairs 0 \'lellingtono 
j 'Preferentially traded items', refers to those ,items 
receiving tradi.ng preferences under the 1961 Agreement 0 
trade in preferentially traded commodities is assumed to be 
made up of trade createdn and trade diverteda 
(1) Excess Trade of Preferentially Traded Itemso 
A growth ~ate is found for both the non-preferentially 
traded items 1 and for the preferentially traded itemso The 
quantity of preferentially traded items entering trade above 
that due to the growth rate of non-preferentially traded 
items is termed excess tradeo 
(2) Trade Created .. 
To find the trade created component of the excess trade 9 
an agreement member'S expan sion in trade 11i iih all countries 
of the preferentially traded goods is calculated 0 From this 
is taken the expected trade growth with all trading partners 
(ioe~ using the growth rate of non-~referentially traded 
items) of the preferentially traded itemso 
The extra trade above the expected growth is assumed to 
be the trade created as a result of the agreement 0 
(3) Trade DivertedQ 
This is indicated by establishing the amount by which 
the growth of trade in preferentially traded items is exceeded 
by the grmtfth in non-preferentially traded goods with all 
countries except the trade agreement partner 0 
Note that because the trade created plus trade diverted 
is assumed to equal excess trade~ trade diverted may be treated 
as a residual after calculating the trade cre~ted and excesS 
trade .. 
-----------------------------~q-----.----------~,---~--~~-, ------=-==~~-=== 
1 The growth rate of non-preferentially traded items is 
assumed to provide an expected or non-agreement trade 
growth rate 0 
The time period of the analysis was from '1960 to 19749 
1960 representing the pre-trade agreement levels of trade 
and 1974 being the mOE,t recent trade data available for 
Malaysia (in sufficient detail) 0 
30 ASSUMPTIONS IN THE ANALYSIS 
( 1) It is assumed that the portion of trade between the 
two agreement members that does not receive trading prefer= 
enees via the trading agreement~ is sufficiently large to 
give a reasonable estimate for the growth in trade of 
commodities not included in the agreement 0 
(2) ~his approach assumes the non-existence of similar 
tradE? agreements or other sources of trade creation for 
the products jnvolvedo 
(3) It is assumed that the growth. in trade of preferentially 
trs,ded go ods maintains onl;y an average trad.e growth ltd th 
third countri.eso 
Results of this approo.ch are sUbject to quite sweeping 
assumptions an\i j,t is likely that irregularities in world 
trading patterns could overshadow the effects being studied 
but at the very least the results would pr'ovide a basis for 
qualitative judgement 0 
40 PART 1 : r'lalaysia.n Imports From Nevv Zealand 1960=1974 
From 1960 to 1974 there has been a oonsiderably greater 
growth rate in New Zealand exp~rts -bo Malaysia of preferen,= 
tially traded items than of items not included in the agreemento 
Using the ~rowth rate of ~tems not receiving trading 
preferences upder the 1961 Agreement of a multiple of 
14029, then the expected level of Malaysian imports of the 
preferentially traded items would be $10p196 p929 (i080 
." .... ". 
This leaves excess trade 
of $7 p888,226 which at least theoretically can be attrihllted 
to stimulus given to trade as a result of the agreemento 
Table A 1 .1 Excess Trade in Malaysian Imports 
from New Zealand 9 
. ~ ~--~ ~ 
" , 
l-'Ialay'sia;p. Imports 1960 1974 Increase 
(Ivrul t-
Expected Excess 
From Ne-v.t Zealand $NZ $NZ Level Trade 
]'OB* FOB iple) Pref 
Item 
... "*'f"W -, t!IIfI'* , .,.-. Imports 
Preferent;Lw. 
traded :ltems 713072 18085155 25.36 10196929 7888226 
Other items 189408 2707278 14029 
....... -
Source; NQZy CountFY: A!l.§J.ysis ot]]xternal Trade? NoZo 
Department of Statist;ics p 
*" The New Zealand export FOB valua'tion was used assuming 
~t to be reasonably comparable to CDVo 
Table l;!.1.2 The Trade Creation Component of 
Excess Trade 9 
Malaysian Imports 
From all Countries 
Preferentially traded 
1960 
$NZ-X- CJDV 
items 18604699 
Other items 451702260 
,r i 'T 
1974 
$NZ CDV 
61735500 
2667244300 
Increase 
Multiple 
Source: Trade Year Book: Food and Agricultural Organisa1;iol1o 
Yearbook of International Trade Statistic~ United 
Nat i ons"-;-' 197 47-' '-= ... 
*" Because figures were only available for eIF valuationD 
10 percent was subtracted to give an estimate for ODVo 
The value of trade created would appear to be ni.l wherr9~~ 
as trade diverted would appear to be a very significant; cmlse~ 
of the excess trade in Malaysian imports of preferentially 
traded items from New Ze aland 0 The overall growt;h 
preferentially traded items 'is considerably behind the growth 
;in nan""preferentially traded items (Table A'I 02) 0 
more, considering the fall in importance of preferentially 
traded items (iqe" from 4 percent in 1960 to 203 peI'oent. in 
1974) of tot9.-1 r·Talaysian imports 9, there seems to "be nc) evi.= 
dence of positive economic gains (trade creation) to Malaysia. p 
as a result of the tariff concessions granted in the 1961 
Trade Agreement" 
New Zealand's share of imports of preferential items 
into Malaysia grew from 4 percent in 1960 to 2903 percent 
in 1974 and its share of the total Malaysian import market 
grew from 002 peroent in 1960 to 008 percent in 19740 The 
dramatio expansion of Malaysian imports of preferential 
items :from New Zealand would appear to be the result a 
shift in the source of IVIalaysian imports favouring New Zealand 
products" 
It is w1likely that the tariff preferences given to New 
Zealand was the only major influenqe in New Zealandus expan= 
sion of its share of the Malaysl.an import marketo Other 
factors favouring New Zealand products such as a favourable 
exchange rate, price competitiveness, product range and 
quality and promot~.onal campa:l,gns~ have all been significant 
contri"putors 9 The 1961 Trade Agreement np dout'~·· provided New 
Zealand w:tth secu.rity of' rE)ady acc;ess on a. basis enabling 
;it to qompete sucoessfully for a growing marke"1;; share 0 
PART 2 New Zealand Imports from Malaysiao 
The percentage of New Zealandis total imports dropped 
from 009 percent in 1960 to 0.,4 percent in 19740975 and has 
seen a small. i.m.provement to 007 percent in 1975=76 0 On 
the whole Malaysia appears to have missed out on receiving a 
share of Ne~'f Zealand's grow ing import market 0 
This ironically, appears to be largely caused by the 
items i.ncluded :tn SchedulesC and D whioh in total have 
suffeJ;'ed a oonsiderable decline in real terms (see Table 
A1,,3) and on_lY a very modest gr'owth (relative to other 
items) in actual value (see Taple A 104)" In particular tiu g 
ru,bber a:p.d saJ6'o and tapioca have all stayed approximat ely 
static in actu.al value terms (see Table A'J 1>5)" 
Table A 1 ~3 Excess Trade in New Zealand Import;s 
fram Malaysia (Deflated) 
-----------¥%----~4------------~--------~~---·------ -----------=-== 
Impori;s from 
New Zealand 
Preferential 
traded items 
Other it ems 
']Z ... _-,.. " 
1960 
$NZ CDV'* 
9549138 
738907 
1974-75 Increase 
$NZ CDV-1<-
5040210 
3716095 
1975=76 
$NZ aDV~\' 
4868176 
9541232 
Source ~ N.,Z • ...Qou,mr;y Ar~."y;"s:ts....2f_E}~,ti~E}-& Tl"a~ 9 N oZ 0 Depart,~ 
ment of Statistios g 
*" Figures deflated using Import price Indexp' Base year] 40 
Table A 1 ~4 Excess Trade in New ZeaJ_and Imports 
from Malaysi.a (Undeflat ed) 
----.-.... f -==t' ""'f'AA;i' ~_~ .... ~~ , __ ~.-=--- -== '? ~-==:X~'1=~ 
Imports from 
New' Z ea::j.and 
PrefE:'3ren tial 
traded .1 tems 
Other i"tiems 
1960 
$NZ anv 
1974=-75 
$NZ anv 
429711·2 5236778 
332508 . 3861023 
Source:- See ~able A1Q1 0 
Inorease "i975=76 
$NZ CDV 
6460069 
1266'1215 
Table A105 New Zealand Imports of Preferential 
Items 
New Zealand Imports 
From Malaysia 
Sago & Tapioca 
Rubber (Nat 9 & SynQ) 
Tin 
Sourqe: See ~able A'I 010 
1960 
$NZ ODV 
32498 
3426286 
480630 
1974=75 
$NZ G.nv 
40669 
3500575 
58'10 
Table A 1 06 -x' New Zealand Imports of Crude Rubber 
Source of Imports _._JlJ:]o;;;:;.Z,....,,;;.CD::;;._ V.;..-___ _ Increase 
1960 1974-75 
="1"'1 sp ............ "'~~i 
Malaysia 3426286 3500575 2% 
eJapan 498 3049595 x6123 
U.S.A. 1021494 1114411 9% 
Canada 413634 799441 93% 
France 766997 
United Kingdom '158902 300604 89% 
Total Imports 5202240 11182395 115% 
~ ..... ~~ ....... ....., - ="""..........., 
Source: see Table A1 01. 
·if Includes synthetic and l"Elclaimed rubber. 
The inabilj"ty of l\1alaysia to partake ,in the growth 
of New Zealand rubber imports appE)8,rs to be due to a 
lack of price competitiveness with large indu,strial 
producers of syntheti.c rubber greatly outweighing any 
tarif';f preferences given to New Zealand import2; of 
l\falaysian natural rubber. 
Table A107 
Source of Imports 
Malaysia 
Australia 
United Ki~gdom 
Total Imports 
...,-
Source: See Table 
New Zealand Imports of Tin and 
Tin AlIQYso 
1960 1974=75 Increase 
$NZ CDV $NZ CDV 
===--== 
480630 5810 0 83 .. 
19484 1766557 .x: 9 'I 
49096 66560 36% 
568292 1839526 2247; •. .o=:o:=a:::.::~== 
ALL 
The rather drastic shift in New Zealandvs source of 
tin imports to Australia can largely be attributed to the 
equivalent tariff pref(:irences given to Australia and its 
growth as a major and competitive supplier of tin and tin 
alloys~ 
12L 
Tnere has been a tendency for New Zealand to import 
semi~fjnished tin materials and tin alloys (for which 
Australia receives greater tariff preferences than lVlalaysia)9 
rather than the bulk tin (i060 tin billets and ingots) which 
was guaranteed to remain tariff :eree on imports from 
Malaysia (but wh:j.ch has remained completely tariff free 
for all imports of this ravl produot v see Table A 1 0 8) 0 
The growt:Q. of New Zealand imports of rJIalaysian pine= 
apples (pres~rved) and the maintained dominance of Malaysia 
as New Zealandis main source 0;[ this commodity indicates that 
the margins of preference granted to this product have beEm 
both meaningful and appropriate. They have at least nulli= 
;fied other tariff preferences granted to Australia and 
enabled IVlalaysia ,to take advantage of an apparent price 
'advantage in a grow ing market., 
Table A1,,8 Tariff Rates for Tin Products (%) 
1956 1962 1967 19'72 1974 
______ v_. ____ - __ ~----~----~-~----~----------->-~~--~==---=_.=== 
~in in Bi11etsgIngots? Blo~ms or Pigs 
General Tariff 0 0 0 o 
Solder __ 1"1V=W ~ unwrought R W£,O$l-J.~) 
J'.lalaysia 3 0 0 15 
Australia 3 0 0 71 
General Tariff 3 0 0 15 
Tin? wrought bars, rod§.~ angle 
I i 
shaped s.qe ets £ pl§.tes 
and strips 
MalaYE:;ia 0 12t 12t 12t 
Australia 0 11 7t 4 
General Tariff 10 36 36 36 
Source: The Customs Tariff of New Zealand, Customs 
Department~ {N oZ 0) 1 -
Table A109 An Import Price Comparison of 
Australian and Malaysian Preserved Pineappleso 
Source: 
, 
Price N oZo cents eIF/lb 
Australian Malaysian 
1960 12 8 
1961 12 8 
1964 10 10 
1966 1'1 10 
1968 9 10 
1970 12 12 
1972 17 13 
New Zealand Imports Part ~country by 
Oommodit;y 9 lJep:L stat;1.s~CS 0 
o 
15 
7-L :2 
15 
121 -2 
4 
251 
The agreement appears to have failed to prolluce any 
excess trade in the commodities receiving tariff preferences 
under Schedules C and D (i 9 91' Malaysian exports to New 
Zealand) with the possible exception of preserved pineapples, 0 
This has been mainly due to competing tariff preferences. 
granted to trading partners (in particular Australia) and 
to the price competitiveness of substitute products (i080 
synthetic rubber and tin alloys) 0 Transport costs may 
have assisted in the shift in imports to Australia but 
would have been a relatively small determining factoro 
60 SUMMARY 
There seemed to be an absence of trade creation in the 
imports of both members of the 1961 Trade Agreement, from 
each othero 
The only significant trading growth WaS in New Zealandus 
exports of preferential items (Schedules A and B) to Malaysia 9 
possibly the result of some quite major trade diversion g as 
the relative importance of these products in total Malaysian 
imports dropped markedlyo 
It is tmlikely that the level of preference to New 
Zealand imports was of such a high level to encourage 
serious tr~de diversion in Malaysian imports on its owno It 
is likely that the growth in New Zealandis exports of these 
preferential products to Malaysia was assisted by the security 
of access and unimpeded competition that the agreement providedo 
But more likely to be directly influenced by factors mentioned 
earlier (such as favourable exchange rates 9 price competitive= 
ness aJld product range and quaJ.ity). 
APPENDIX 2 
DATA USED IN DERIVING 
IMPORT ]'UNCTIONS 
The data matrix shows the 23 observations for each of 
the 23 variables used 9 
The data was used to derive ten equationsQ Each 
equation consi$ted of a single dependant variable ( quantity 
of imports for a given commodity group) as a function of 
four independant variables (gross domestic expenditure g 
the exchange rate p net overseas assets and the New Zealand 
price of the imported commodity). 
In the accompanying data matrix (pages 126 and 127) 
the first 23 numbers (reading across the eight number row 
covering two pages) represents the first observation for 
each of the 23 variables. The values shown in the data 
matrix represent the adjusted form of the data (where 
standardization of data was necessary). 'rhe variables 
appear in the data matrix in the following ordero 
(a) Gros s Domestic Expenditure. The values shown 
have been multiplied by 10-7 prior to entering the data 
matrix. The values are for the March year following the 
current year for the price and quantity data between 1950 
and 1961 thus over this period it has a lead of three 
months. Between 1962 and 1972 the data is for the March 
year of the year clJ~rent for the price and quantity da tao 
thus over this period it is lagged by three months., The 
data has been deflated using the Consumer Price Index (for 
~l groups)p the base year being 19740 
(b) Exchange Rate.. The values shown have been 
multiplied by 102 prior to entering the data matrixo They 
cover the same period as for the current price and quant 
data. 
(c) Net Overseas Assets .. The values have been 
multiplied by 10-7 prior to entering the data matrixQ The 
values are lagged 12 months from the current year for the 
quantity and price data. The data has been deflated using 
the Consumer Price Index (for all groups)g the base year 
being 1974 .. 
(d) New Zealand Priceso The next ten values in the 
data matrix represent unadjusted price values for Groups 1 
to 100 The prices have been deflated using the Import 
Price Index9 the base year being 19740 
(e) Import Quantityo The last ten values (in the 
group of 23) represent import quantities for Groups 1 to 10 9 
which have been multiplied by 10~5 prior to entering the 
data matrix., 
The derived equations shown in the text (Chapter III 
Section 5) have been readjusted to allow for the standard= 
ization adjustment of the dependant variable (1.,e" the 
coefficien·ts have been multiplied by 105) .. 
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